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Images in this catalogue are for illustration purposes only. Colour and appearance may vary. Although
every effort has been made to provide accurate information, J C Atkinson can not be held responsible for
any errors and omissions. This catalogue does not constitute a contract of sale.

Heartwood™ Coffins

Traditional in design. Made from: wood effect, veneer, semi-solid or solid
wood. Traditionally furnished with electro-brass handles. Manufactured
to best environmental practice. Carbon Trust Standard approved
manufacturing site. Many are Forestry Stewardship Council [FSC] certified,
and all made using sustainable timber.

Welcome to our 2016 Product Catalogue
With over 1500 goods displayed, you can order by phone, by email, or online at:

www.coffins.co.uk/buynow
Our Digital Solutions ordering portal allows you to see all of our available product ranges.

Reflections® Picture Coffins

Bespoke and catalogue designs available. Woodland burial friendly. Nil free
Formaldehyde Board. Made with biodegradable paper wrap. Matching Ashes
Caskets available. Manufactured to best environmental practice. Carbon
Trust Standard approved manufacturing site. Forestry Stewardship Council
[FSC] certified.

Daisy™ Premium Woven Coffins

Daisy Coffins are a natural alternative to the traditional style coffin.
Designed with beauty and strength in mind, Daisy Coffins combine
sophistication and quality. Hand crafted from 100% natural products, the
coffin panels are woven on a sustainable wooden frame, making it a robust,
stylish coffin that doesn’t creak or sag.

The Country Range™

Rustic and tactile in design. Environmentally superior. Social Legacy - Carbon
Rebalance, donation to Groundworks UK. Ethically sourced.

Buy Online
The online ordering journey is very simple:
1. Select a product type, e.g. Ashes Casket
2. Add the item to your basket and

complete checkout

3. You will receive an order confirmation email to

confirm you order is on our system

Benefits of our Online Shop
•

Completely Secure - Our Digital Solutions
portal is kept separate from our accounts
system, assuring that your account details
can not be “hacked.”

•

We will honour any discounts you have in place (coupon facilities when we have special offers)

•

Easy to use, hassle-free, and products can be ordered 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

•

Order tracking

To enable this service you must register online
for a new online ordering account.
To get started visit:
Guardian Caskets™

A range of genuine American caskets, provided exclusively to us in
partnership with Aurora Caskets. Made in a variety of solid woods and
metals, in a range of decorative finishes.

www.coffins.co.uk/login

Forever Urns™

A comprehensive range of Ashes Caskets and Urns, many of which are
designed to be kind to the environment. They come in a wide array of
materials such as wood, bamboo, wicker and sand. They are also presented
in a variety of colours and styles.
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Our Standards
Our service to you is geared around a set of values that
ensure we provide our customers with a consistent, reliable and
comprehensive service from order to delivery.
Quality and consistency matter. We have invested in our
quality control procedures and continue to evolve them in order to
ensure our products are supplied in a reliable and consistent basis. If
something does go wrong, we will go the extra mile to endeavour to
put the matter right.
A comprehensive range of products and services are
available from J C Atkinson. You will find our range hard to beat and
covers most product groups. Customers who purchase from us find
that they can reduce their stock holding while increasing their range
of products, thus freeing up cash flow and storage space while at the
same time providing their customers with a more complete product
range to choose from.
Exceptional customer service and support provided
via our internal and external sales and support team is assured.
We have a dedicated team who are committed to providing our
customers with the highest level of customer service and support.
They are extremely knowledgeable and will always go the extra mile
to ensure that our customers have only the best experience when
dealing with J C Atkinson. We can provide enhanced services such as
personalised product brochures, advice and training in new products
and services and a commitment to always offer a personal touch by
having our field based sales managers visit you on a regular basis.
Reliable delivery of our products is as important as the quality

of the product. We understand that getting our products to our
customers when they need them is imperative, which is why we have
a dedicated fleet of delivery vehicles driven by our own drivers.

Continued development of new and innovative products
designed to benefit our customers is an on-going process. We are
constantly monitoring the needs of the market and are committed to
developing products and service to meet these needs.

tree
tribute

The presence of the
Tree Tribute logo
denotes a product
which is part of the
Tree Tribute initiative.

Environmental Standards
Our environmental standards underpin everything we do. They are the highest in the industry and we have
been recognised by outside organisations as industry leaders in the field of manufacturing and environment
best practice. We were also voted the Sunday Times Best Green Company.
When purchasing from J C Atkinson you can be assured that our commitment to the environment ensures
that the products you purchase are made with care.

Carbon Footprint of an
Average Coffin

Delivery of goods to
Funeral Directors

Margin of error between types

Delivery of materials to
factory pre-processing

Electricity to run
manufacturing machinery

For more information visit: www.coffins.co.uk/greenercoffins
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Our external accreditation
The Forest Stewardship Council

The Forest Stewardship Council [FSC] is an international, non-governmental
organisation dedicated to promoting responsible management of the
world’s forests. It was founded in 1993 in response to public concern about
deforestation and demand for a trustworthy wood-labelling scheme. FSC UK
is a registered charity. It is supported by NGOs including WWF, Greenpeace
and the Woodland Trust.

The Carbon Trust

The Carbon Trust Standard provides an objective benchmark against which
to assess an organisation’s commitment and success in addressing its climate
change impact. It is designed to provide a robust, objective and consistent
methodology for assessing corporate carbon performance. The Standard
specifies requirements in three key areas:
• Carbon footprint measurement
• Carbon management
• Carbon reduction performance

ISO 14001

J C Atkinson has been accredited with the ISO 14001 standard, the
internationally recognised mark for the environmental management of
businesses. It prescribes controls for those activities that have an effect on
the environment. These include the use of natural resources, handling and
treatment of waste and energy consumption.

A guide to our own initiatives		

Wood Effect
Coffins

Greener Goodbyes

Greener Goodbyes is a service to help families have a ‘Greener’ Funeral.
It includes a choice of suitable coffin, a natural memorial and the Carbon
Rebalancing associated with a typical funeral.
The [GG] symbol indicates coffins suitable to be used with the Greener
Goodbyes package.

Tree Tribute

When a coffin is sold with the Tree Tribute merit, [TT], a sapling tree will be
planted to help restore, preserve and sustain wildlife.
We can supply the sapling tree(s) to you to plant locally or it can be upgraded
into a gift pack for presentation to your family for planting.

Carbon Rebalance

For every Coffin sold with the Carbon Rebalance symbol, [CR], we donate
£5.00 to Groundworks Green Doctor initiative: providing help to the elderly
and needy by cutting energy bills, saving carbon emissions and making homes
more affordable to heat and light.
We estimate that with this donation, the Carbon emissions associated in the
making and delivery of the coffin will be re balanced in a 2 to 3 year period.
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Heartwood™ Wood Effect Coffins
A range of entry cost-effective wood effect coffins. Made using MDF or chipboard laminated with paper
printed in a variety of wood effects. The coffins are constructed and polished to a high standard but cannot
be hand finished like a veneer coffin. This means joints and nail holes cannot be sanded. The moulds are
made with MDF wrapped in a selected paper wood effect wrap to compliment the coffin, They do not
match exactly. The coffin base is made from chipboard, or in the case of a larger outsize coffin above 26
inches wide, the base is made from plywood.
The Hastings

The Collingwood Cherry
Cherry effect with matching moulds.

The Arran

Limed Oak effect with matching moulds.

Dark Oak effect with matching moulds.

The Morpeth

Heartwood™ Wood Effect Coffins
with raised lid

Light Oak effect with matching moulds.

The Radcliffe
Limed Oak effect raised lid coffin.

The Cambridge
Elm effect with matching moulds.

The Ipswich
The Longsdale

Elm effect raised lid coffin.

Mahogany effect with matching moulds.

See available sizes on Page 28
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See available sizes on Page 28
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The Mitford

The Stratford

Light Oak effect raised lid coffin.

Mahogany effect with fine panels
to sides ends and lid.

The Harewood
Mahogany effect raised lid coffin.

The Horsham

Heartwood™ Wood Effect Coffins
with side panels

Mahogany effect with fine ‘Melrose’
panels to sides ends and lid.

The Abingdon
Elm effect with embossed panel sides.

The Murton
Dark Oak wood effect with ‘Penshaw’
deep routered panel to sides.

The Chalfont
Mahogany effect with embossed panel sides.

See available sizes on Page 28
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See available sizes on Page 28
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Heartwood™ Wood Effect Coffins
with side panels and raised lids
The Staffordshire
Elm wood effect coffin with ‘Penshaw’
routered panel sides ends and raised lid.

The Kensington
Mahogany wood effect coffin with deep
embossed panel sides, ends and raised lid.

Veneered
Coffins
The Richmond
Elm wood effect coffin with deep
embossed panel sides, ends and raised lid.

See available sizes on Page 28
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Heartwood™ Veneered Coffin Range
Coffins manufactured using real wood. The wood veneer is laminated either onto chipboard or MDF.
Machine cut and hand finished, represented in this catalogue are our more popular models. All are made
by J C Atkinson with greater emphasis on quality. The veneer range is finished and polished by hand to an
exact standard. For example the mitres and all pin or nail holes are filled and sanded. All coffins are sealed
and re polished to your chosen colour and finish. The range of sizes available is also restricted (see size
chart for details). All are Forest Stewardship Council accredited.

Heartwood™ Veneered Coffins
with an Oak veneer and clear polish
The Newcastle
An Oak veneer style coffin with veneered
matching moulds.

The moulds are made using solid or veneered wood. They do not match exactly, due to the nature of
wood and the variation in species. The coffin base is made from chipboard, or in the case of a larger
outsize coffin above 26 inches wide, the base is made from plywood. Made in a range of sizes, see page 28.

Oak Veneer

Our Oak veneer is sourced from Forest Stewardship
Council certified European forests. Certification guarantees
the sources are from a sustainable well managed source.

The Alnwick
An Oak veneer style coffin with veneered
matching moulds and a half round mould
on the lid.

Elm Style Veneer

Forest Stewardship Council certified.
Manufactured from real wood and manipulated to mimic
real Elm veneer.

“Mahogany” Veneer

Forest Stewardship Council certified. Manufactured from
real wood and manipulated to mimic real Mahogany
veneer. We use Sapele veneer, a type of tree which is part
of the Mahogany family.

Pippy Oak Veneer

This is a premium cut of Oak where many knots are
concentrated, creating an interesting and wild grain
structure.

The Whitby
An Oak veneer style coffin with veneered
matching moulds and a half round mould
on the lid and sides.

The Dunstanburgh
An Oak veneer style coffin with veneered
matching larger ‘4 mould’ to lid and base
edges and a half round mould on the lid.

Golden Maple Veneer

Supplied from a proven source. Like the above, the
clusters of knotty veneer are joined to make a more wild
grain structure.
*Please note that these swatches are intended as a guide only.
Due to the nature of wood, actual finish may vary slightly.

The Berwick
An Oak veneer style coffin
fitted with No 3 raised lid.

See available sizes on Page 28
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Heartwood™ Veneered Coffins
polished with a variety of wood stains
A pigmented water based colour stain is applied to the veneer. This achieves a wide range of differing
wood effects. The following guide is included to assist you in finding your desired colour and finish.

Natural Elm

Natural Oak

Light Teak

Light Oak

Light Mahogany

Golden Teak

The Islay
An Oak style veneer coffin
with a light Teak polish.

The Kilmarnock
A Mahogany style veneer coffin with a
medium Mahogany polish with half round
mould on lid.

The Stirling
An Elm style veneer coffin with a dark Elm
polish ‘4 mould’ to lid and base edges.

Golden Oak

Golden Mahogany

Dark Oak

Dark Elm

Cherry Mahogany

Medium Oak

The Carlisle
An Oak style veneer coffin with a double
mould to the lid with golden Teak polish.

Medium Mahogany

*Please note that these swatches are intended as a guide only.
Due to the nature of wood, actual finish may vary slightly.
“Mahogany” stains are applied to Mahogany veneer or solid.
“Oak” stains are applied to Oak veneer or solid.
“Teak” stains are applied to Oak veneer or solid.

See available sizes on Page 28
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Heartwood™ Veneered Coffins
with raised lids

Heartwood™ Veneered Coffins
with embossed side panels

The Hamilton
The sides are manufactured from
Medium Density Fibre Board,
routered with a ‘Jacobean’ shape.
These panels are then pressed
with veneer.

An Oak style veneer coffin with a double
mould to the lid and a No 2 raised lid.
Polished in golden Teak.

The Guisborough
A Oak style veneer coffin with
‘Jacobean‘ shaped embossed
panel sides.

The Edinburgh
An Elm style veneer coffin with a double
mould to the lid and a No 2 raised lid.
Polished in dark Elm.

The York
A Oak style veneer coffin with
‘Jacobean‘ shaped embossed
panel sides and a raised lid.

The Stanhope

The Jedburgh

A Mahogany style veneer coffin with
double moulded ‘Jacobean’ shaped
embossed panel sides. Polished in a
medium Mahogany finish.

A Mahogany style veneer coffin with
double mould to the lid and a No 2 raised
lid. Polished in medium Mahogany.

The Hamsterley
A Mahogany style veneer coffin with
‘Jacobean’ shaped embossed panel
sides and a raised lid. Polished in a
golden Mahogany finish.

See available sizes on Page 28
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See available sizes on Page 28
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Heartwood™ Veneered Coffins
with routered panels
A selection of coffins manufactured in veneered Medium Density Fibre Board. The panels are
machined deeply to provide both shape and a contrast to the veneered surface. Forest Stewardship
Council certified.
The Raby

Heartwood™ Veneered Coffins
with engraved panels
The Melrose
An Oak style veneer coffin
with fine ’Melrose’ panels on lid,
sides and ends.

An Oak style veneer coffin with deep
routered ‘Penshaw’ panel sides, ends
and raised lid.

The Ullswater
An Oak style veneer coffin
with fine gilt panels, polished
in light Teak.

The Auckland
A Mahogany style veneer coffin
with deep routered ‘Penshaw’
panel sides, ends and raised lid
polished in light Mahogany.

The Kinross
A Mahogany style veneer, coffin
with fine gilt panels, polished in
golden Mahogany.

The Langdale
An Oak style veneer coffin finished
with antique shading to highlight the
‘Penshaw’ panels and raised lid.

The Windermere
A Mahogany style veneer
coffin with fine panelling to the
lid sides and ends with a red
rose feature motif engraved on
the lid and ends, polished in
golden Mahogany.

The Hexham
An Oak style veneer coffin with
raised lid and three quarter panels
to the sides polished in
golden Teak.

Any design available upon request.

Bangor

See available sizes on Page 28
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Pitlochry

Windermere

Pembroke

See available sizes on Page 28
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Heartwood™ Veneered Coffins
with engraved panels
The Oxford - Standard Colours
An Oak style veneer coffin engraved with contrasting
fine panel details. Choose from our standard colours of
White, Green, Red or Blue.

The Oxford - Bespoke Colour Options
Alternatively if you didn’t want to choose from our standard range, any customised colour can be achieved from
the Dulux range. For ease of ordering, colour reference may be made using the Dulux colour chart
(which can be found at www.dulux.co.uk).
Below are a few examples of what colours can be achieved.

NEUTRAL Colours

Select gold or silver handles to match
the fine panel details.
Dove Slate

Hazelnut Truffle

Apricot Crush

Rich Black
Jasmine Shimmer Caramel Cream

Rich Black

BOLD Colours

Purple Pout
Striking Cyan

Lemon Twist

Salsa Red

Purple Pout

Pixie Green

Tangerine Twist

Tangerine Twist

PASTEL Colours

Gentle Lavender

Vanilla Sundae

First Dawn

Curious Crimson

Kiwi Crush

Sweet Pink

Sweet Pink

Please be aware that these colours are for reference only and, if selected, may appear slightly differently
on the final product.

See available sizes on Page 28
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See available sizes on Page 28
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Heartwood™ Veneered Coffins
with engraved panels - personalised service

Hobbies

Stage 1
Choose either the Oxford engraved or the Henley engraved and the colour (red, green, blue or
natural Oak veneer).

Skiing - Gold

Fishing - Gold

Bowling - Silver

Horse Riding - Silver

Golf - Gold

Football - Silver

Rugby - Silver

Trumpet - Gold

Drums - Silver

Guitar - Silver

Union Jack - Gold

RAF - Gold

Masonic - Silver

Lily - Gold

Daffodil - Silver

Poppies - Silver

Sports

The Oxford Engraved
An Oak style veneer coffin with your
choice of colour and personalised
engraving, available in gold or silver.

Cricket - Gold

Music

The Henley Engraved
An Oak style veneer traditional coffin with
your choice of personalised engraving,
available in gold or silver.

Piano - Gold

Emblems

Stage 2
Choose one of the illustrated logos for your Oxford or Henley Coffin. Alternatively we can create
a logo of your own design which we can create electronically for you to proof before committing to
manufacture. See examples.
Choose either nickel or brass for the engraving colour. If the engraving is bold, it can be painted to match
the coffin.
Names

Ambulance - Silver

Flowers

Red

Green

Blue

Natural Oak Veneer

Rose - Gold

See available sizes on Page 28
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Heartwood™ Veneered Coffins
Premium Range
The following represents a range of coffins which has been manufactured using specialist veneers.
The golden Maple has been selected for its warmth in colour and interesting ‘Burr’ figure. The Pippy Oak
is specially selected for its enhanced character and pattern to give a natural knotty figure.

Repatriation Coffins
Suitable for oversees transportation. We are able to zinc line any coffin or casket. The zinc is fitted to the
coffin with an extra lid which may be sealed with mastic.

The Morpeth Zinc Lined

The Keswick
A Pippy Oak style veneer coffin
with deep routered ‘Jacobean’
panels and raised lid polished to a
high gloss finish.

Islamic & Muslim Casket
Zinc lined, designed with
strengthened lid, base moulds and
viewing panel. Suitable sizes:

The Exeter
A Golden Maple style veneer coffin
with routered ‘Jacobean’ panels and
raised lid polished to a
high gloss finish.

Size A 5’ 11” x 20” x 14”
Size B 6’ 2” x 22” x 14”
Size C 6’ 6” x 24” x 16”
Supplied with or without
viewing panel.

Burial at Sea

The Weymouth

Following the Home Office guidance, we are able
to manufacture a coffin to the correct specification
with weights and metal straps in place. Please
contact our office for further details.

A Golden Maple style veneer coffin
with fine ‘Melrose’ panels polished
to a high gloss finish.

Lead Lining
On occasions when a coffin is to be placed in
a vault we are requested to line with lead. Any
coffin or casket can be lined in this way. Please
contact our office for further details.

See available sizes on Page 28
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Lead Lining

See available sizes on Page 28
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TM

TM

Requiem

Standard Coffin sizes and outsize bands
Pages 8 to 41
WIDTH
16 Inches

18 inches

20 inches

22 inches

24 inches

26 inches

28 inches

30 inches

32 inches

5 ft 2 in

X

X

X

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5 ft 5 in

X

X

X

X

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
TM

5 ft 8 in

N/A

X

X

X

X

N/A
TM

N/A

N/A

N/A

5 ft 11 in

N/A

X

X

X

X

X

N/A

N/A

N/A
TM

6 ft 2 in

N/A

X

X

X

X

X

X

N/A

N/A

6 ft 4 in

N/A

N/A

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6 ft 6 in

N/A

N/A

N/A

X

X

X

X

X

X

6 ft 8 in

N/A

N/A

N/A

X

X

X

X

X

X

22 inches

24 inches
etc

Standard

DEPTH using Chipboard Base

DEPTH using Plywood Base

12 inches

16 inches

13 inches

14 inches

18 inches

20 inches

Standard
Outsize Band A
Outsize plus Band B
Outsize plus but in Veneer Only
Larger sizes available on request in 2 inch increments. Any non-standard size can be made but is less
efficient in its manufacture. To facilitate, please add “Ad Hoc” cost.
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Requie
A collection of crafted coffins made in a range of styles and Solid Woods.

TM

Barnard
A traditionally crafted solid Oak coffin with feature
deep panels to the sides and ends. The Barnard
has a high raised lid and is polished to a rich gloss
finish. The Barnard can be fitted with handles
suitable for either cremation or for burial. Butt
joint ends pictured.

Barnard

Argyle

Bamburgh

A traditional solid redwood coffin (Sapele or similar
FSC certified timber), crafted with square feature
panels to the sides and deep solid wood mouldings to
the raised lid and base. The coffin is polished with a
gloss finish and can be fitted with handles suitable for
either cremation or for burial.

With a similar style to the Barnard, this elegant coffin
is manufactured from a solid redwood timber (Sapele
or similar FSC certified wood) with a raised lid and
polished in a high gloss. The Bamburgh can be fitted
with handles suitable for either cremation or for burial.

Butt joint ends

See available sizes on Page 28
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31

Collingwood

“Let us do something
today which the world
may talk of hereafter”

A traditional solid Oak coffin, again crafted with square
feature panels to the sides and wood mouldings to
the lid and base. The Collingwood is polished with
a matt finish, giving it a warm and natural feel. The
Collingwood can be fitted with handles suitable for
either cremation or for burial.

Admiral Lord Collingwood

Oak/”Mahogany” may be specified if
required. The base of the coffin will be solid
pine unless requested.

Hamworth

Ascot

Similar in style to the Ascot, but
manufactured from a solid redwood timber
(Sapele or similar FSC certified wood).
The Hamworth can be fitted with handles
suitable for either cremation or for burial.

A traditional solid Oak coffin with simple, unadorned
sides, a raised lid and deep moulds to the base.
This dignified coffin is polished to a gloss finish and
furnished here with electro brass handles. The Ascot
can be fitted with handles suitable for either
cremation or for burial.

See available sizes on Page 28
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Oakham
A traditionally shaped solid Oak coffin with clean
simple sides and deep solid wood moulds to the base
and lid. Polished with a gloss finish, the Oakham can
be fitted with handles suitable for either cremation
or for burial.

Tamworth
Similar in style to the Oakham, but manufactured from
an attractive solid redwood timber (either Sapele, Utile
or similar FSC certified wood). Finished in a simple
gloss, the Tamworth can be fitted with handles suitable
for either cremation or for burial.

Oak/”Mahogany” may be specified if
required. The base of the coffin will be solid
pine unless requested

See available sizes on Page 28
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Heartwood™ Woodland Coffins
Collingwood - Wood
A traditional solid Oak coffin, again crafted with square
feature panels to the sides and wood mouldings to
the lid and base. The Collingwood is polished with
a matt finish, giving it a warm and natural feel. The
Collingwood can be fitted with handles suitable for
either cremation or for burial.

“There is a pleasure in
the pathless woods,
There is a rapture on
the lonely shore”
Lord Byron

tree
tribute

Brighton
A traditional shaped coffin, specially designed to be
readily biodegradable. Using high quality European
Pine, polished with a water based natural polish, this
gentle and unassuming coffin has a matt appearance.
Fitted with solid pine wood handles, it is finished inside
with a natural, comforting cotton lining.

Oak/”Mahogany” may be specified if
required. The base of the coffin will be solid
pine unless requested

tree
tribute

See available sizes on Page 28
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Lindisfarne
A traditionally crafted, semi solid Oak coffin, with
shaped feature panels to the sides and ends. With a
high raised lid and gloss finish, this classic coffin can
be fitted with handles suitable for either
cremation or for burial.

Grampian
An exquisitely crafted, semi solid Redwood timber
coffin made from Sapele, or similar FSC certified wood.
The Grampian has shaped feature panels to the sides
and ends, a high raised lid and a rich gloss finish. The
Grampian can be fitted with handles suitable for either
cremation or for burial.
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Irish Coffins
The Shannon Dark

J C Atkinson has formed a partnership to manufacture and market Irish designed coffins. The Irish coffins
differ from UK specification. Manufactured mainly for Burial, they are made from the highest grade
American Red Oak, have carrying slips to the base and a differing proportion to the shoulders and ends.

A clear finished Oak coffin with
bridge panels found on the sides
and ends. The Shannon follows
a classic Irish coffin design and is
shown here with brass effect metal
bar handles.

Supplied fully fitted with metal handles, a cross, name plate and a quality satin white interior set.
Illustrated are a sample of the more popular designs, all of which are available as a Solid or
Semi Solid coffin.

The Barrow
A panel coffin in Oak,
fitted with electro brass handles.

Paulownia Coffins and Caskets
Paulownia coffins are sold as a three-pack in 5 ft 8” x 20”, 5 ft 11” x 20” & 6 ft 2” x 22”.
The Carlton

The Clifden
A three quarter panel coffin,
fitted with bar handles.

A solid Paulownia coffin with routered
panel sides and ends, with a raised lid.
Available in a Light and Medium finish.

The Slaney
A mahogany coffin with plain sides
and raised lid. Fitted with brass
effect ring handles. Also available as
a veneered coffin.

The Shannon
A clear finished Oak coffin with
bridge panels found on the sides
and ends. The Shannon follows
a classic Irish coffin design and is
shown here with brass effect metal
bar handles.
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Light Colour

Medium Colour

*Please note that these swatches are intended as a guide only.
Due to the nature of wood, actual finish may vary slightly.
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The Guardian range encompasses
a wide variety of styles, including
traditional English caskets with
delicate designs and high quality
‘American style’ metal caskets. Some
have memory record systems and all
are made to exacting standards.
Within these pages you will find
the perfect choice that honours
the memory of your loved one,
safe in the knowledge that each
casket is created with exceptional
craftsmanship and attention to detail.
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Oakland Veneered English Caskets
All our caskets are made individually by a dedicated cabinet maker to ensure the highest standards. Using
the best furniture grade veneers and solid woods, they are manufactured in a standard size of
6 ft 2” inches x 22” x 14” & 6 ft 4” X 24” x 14”. Other sizes can be made by special request. Fitted for
cremation or burial using a choice of coloured casket sets. All Forest Stewardship Council certified.

Oakland Solid English Caskets
Our traditional English caskets are individually made by our team of dedicated cabinet makers based at
our factory in the North East of England. All are made using the finest graded timber sourced from well
managed and sustainable forests. Fitted inside to your specification in a selection of colours.
The Chester
A solid Oak casket with square panels to
sides and ends with raised lid.

The Hampton

F.S.C. Oak may be specified if required.

A Mahogany style veneer casket
with half round raised panel sides,
ends and lid.

The Langley
An Oak veneer casket
with raised swing lid.

The Windsor

The Canterbury

An attractive Mahogany style
veneer casket with fluted
decorative corner pillars and
statesmen raised swing lid.
Polished in a medium Mahogany,
to a high gloss finish.

A solid Oak English casket with a single piece
raised lid and refined decorative panels
to the sides and the ends. It also features
decorative corner pillars. The Canterbury is
shown here with a raised name plate
and casket handles.

Oak/”Mahogany” may be specified if
required. The base of the coffin will be solid
pine unless requested
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Guardian™ Wood Caskets

The Ripon
A solid Oak casket with decorative panels to
the sides, feature corner pillars and a swing
raised lid.

Our range of exceptional high quality solid wood ‘American Style’ caskets look and feel amazing. They will
add something special to any funeral service. All these wonderfully crafted caskets come fully fitted both
inside and out, and offer a special place to lay a loved one to rest.

F.S.C. Oak may be specified if required..

The Premier
A solid Mahogany casket
polished to high gloss finish,
comes with matching wood bar
handles and a half top opening
lid. This superb casket comes
with a memorial record tube
and a wonderful velvet interior.

The Buckingham
A superior solid Mahogany style hardwood
casket with decorative panels to the sides
and ends, fluted corner pillars and split swing
statesmen raised lid. This handsome casket
is polished in a medium Mahogany high gloss
finish and is shown here with Casket handles.

The Tribute
A solid Poplar casket with
warm medium Oak finish;
comes with matching wood bar
handles, a half top opening lid,
decorative corner panels and a
wonderful velvet interior.

The Proventus
A solid Poplar casket with
classic dark Oak finish; comes
with matching wood bar
handles, a half top opening lid
and decorative corner panels.
This casket comes with a
wonderful velvet interior.
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Guardian™ Metal Caskets
The Regent
A solid Poplar casket with rich dark
Oak finish; comes with matching
wood bar handles with classic
reflective metal fitments, a half
top opening lid, decorative corner
panels and a wonderful velvet
interior.

1

Our range of exceptional quality metal ‘American Style’ caskets are manufactured in the United States of
America and offers a distinctive and elegant feel to any funeral arrangement. This range comes in various
colours and finishes including copper, white, gold, and blue.

The Longwood

The Homewood

A solid Poplar hardwood casket
with handles depicting the Last
Supper taken from the Leonardo
da Vinci painting on display in the
Dominican Convent of Santata
Maria della Grazie. The inside of
the casket lid can show either a
replica of the Last Supper painting
(1) or an African Caribbean Last
Supper image (2).

A polished white and pink
two tone casket featuring
decorative handle supports
and a decorative lid panel.
This casket comes with a
memorial record tube and a
wonderful velvet interior.

2

The Tremont
The Virginia Oak
An elegant solid Oak casket
finished with a classic polish;
comes with matching wood bar
handles, a half top opening lid,
decorative corner panels and a
wonderful velvet interior.
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A polished black and grey
classically styled metal casket
featuring decorative corner
panels and matching handles.
This casket comes with a
memorial record tube and a
wonderful delicate interior.

The Essence

The Springwood

A solid wood casket in elegant
white, which comes with a
matching handle bar, a half top
opening lid, and a wonderful
delicate interior. A truly
wonderful casket.

A two-toned silver and
cream coloured metal casket
featuring decorative corner
panels and bar handles.
This casket comes with a
wonderful delicate interior.
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The Mount Vernon
A gloriously coloured metal casket with decorative
corner panels, matching handles, split lid, and a
memorial record tube and a wonderful delicate
interior.

The Daytona
A quality two tone metal casket featuring
light coloured bar handles, split lid, and
comes with a memorial record tube and a
wonderful delicate interior.

The Tranquility
A superb metal casket featuring decorative corner
panels and handle supports. It also features a
wonderful floral design on the inside of the split lid
panel, and comes with a memorial record tube and
a wonderful delicate interior.

The Harvest Gold
A superb brushed copper bronze
coloured casket featuring decorative
corner panels, matching bar handles, and
comes with a memorial record tube and a
wonderful velvet interior.

The Harpswell
A superior brushed copper casket featuring
decorative corner panels, matching bar handles, a half
top opening lid., and comes with a memorial record
tube and a wonderful velvet interior.
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The Sovereign
A wonderfully decorated white casket
with pink highlights and delicate flower
designs to the handle supports placed
around the side of the casket. This
superb casket also features a spilt lid,
memorial record tube and a wonderful
crepe interior.

Guardian™ Repatriation Caskets

White Coral
A 20 Gauge Metal Casket
coloured white with pink shading,
hinged locking lid and integral
rubber sealing gasket.

The Liberty Blue
A superbly coloured blue metal casket
featuring sliver coloured corner panels,
bar handles and split lid. This casket
comes with a memorial record tube and
a wonderful delicate herringbone interior.

Willow Creek
A 20 Gauge Metal Casket
coloured brown with hinged
locking lid and integral rubber
sealing gasket.

The Basilica
A High Gloss Casket with swing bar
hardware. The Last Supper is pictured
on the Lugs and there are Angels on the
corners. It comes with a Last Supper
head panel with sunburst and a
memorial tube.
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Moonstone
A 20 Gauge Metal Casket
coloured silver with hinged
locking lid and integral rubber
sealing gasket.
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TM

TM

Requiem
A selection of solid wood coffins,
classic in design and manufactured
by our European partners.
The Classic range offers an
attractive alternative to the
Heartwood Solid coffins.
They differ in shape and finish,
providing a grand and luxurious
Italian-inspired resting place for
your loved one.
Although illustrated with handles
for burial, all classic coffins are
also suitable for cremation.
Cremation handles may differ
from the ones shown here.
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TM
TM

Seneca

Imperial

A solid Ebiara hardwood coffin
designed with a shaped raised lid
and gently curved profiled sides.
The Seneca has a rich mahogany
coloured polish with a high gloss
finish and is fitted with solid
brass handles. It is finished with a
beautiful white satin interior.

A solid Larch hardwood coffin designed with
a shaped raised lid and subtle profiled sides.
Polished to high gloss finish, this graceful coffin
is fitted with solid brass handles and lined with a
beautiful white satin interior.

Equinox
A modern styled solid Ebiara
hardwood coffin, designed with
deep profiled sides and polished in
a distinct two tone matt and gloss
finish. The Equinox is fitted with
solid brass handles and a luxurious
white satin interior.

Tribune Mahogany
A solid hardwood coffin with a laminate
Mahogany wood veneer. The coffin shape
matches the Tribune Oak and Tribune Walnut,
and comes fitted with solid brass handles and a
white satin interior.

The Royal
The Royal is a solid white Walnut
coffin with an intricate rose stem
detailed inlaid on the sides. This
beautiful motif is repeated on the lid
and is fitted with solid brass drop
handles. The Royal also features a
luxurious white satin interior.

Tribune Oak

Tribune Walnut
A solid hardwood coffin, this time using a
laminate Walnut wood veneer. The coffin has
soft profiled sides and raised lid, polished in a
satin finish. The coffin is fitted with solid brass
handles and has a white satin interior.

A solid hardwood coffin with a
laminate Mahogany Oak wood
veneer. The coffin has soft profiled
sides and a raised lid, polished in a
satin finish. The coffin is fitted with
solid brass handles and has a white
satin interior.
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A selection of wood coffins created
to incorporate religious symbols,
themes and Christian iconography.
The Requiem range draws upon
traditional English, Irish and Italian
designs, and utilises a broad selection
of solid woods and veneers to
create varying finishes.

TM

There are different levels
of complexity to the coffin
ornamentation, all of which are
made with the highest of standards.

TM

Requiem

Although illustrated with handles for
burial, all Requiem coffins are also
suitable for cremation. Cremation
handles may differ from the ones
shown here.

TM
TM
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The Vatican
A solid wood coffin, carefully carved with a striking
‘Last Supper’ feature panel to the sides. Polished to a
high gloss finish the coffin is fitted with elegant solid
brass handles and a beautiful satin interior.

The Winchester
A traditional coffin made using a solid Oak veneer
over medium density fibre board. A delightful
‘Last Supper’ feature panel is found on the sides,
and comes with a raised lid. Polished in a rich Teak
colour with a gloss finish, the coffin is fitted with a
lovely satin interior. The Winchester is shown here
with electro brass handles and crucifix.
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Trinity Head of Christ
A magnificent solid Oak coffin with the ‘Head Of
Christ’ carved into decorative panels on the sides, and
a gently shaped raised lid.
The Trinity Head of Christ comes in a warm Oak, each
with matching wood bar handles. The satin interior is
available in a choice of colours.

“When the stars threw
down their spears,
And watered heaven
with their tears”
William Blake
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Trinity Head of Mary
A solid Oak coffin with the ‘Head of Mary’ detail found
on the side panels. The Trinity comes with a shaped
raised lid and is carefully fitted with matching wood bar
handles. The coffin is finished with a rich a satin interior
in a choice of colours.
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The Diamant series is a collection
of contemporary coffins and
urns from the award-winning
Scandinavian design studio, Jacob
Jensen Design. A timeless and
universal range developed with
the Danish coffin manufacturer
Tommerup Kister. The result: the
perfect fusion of one hundred years
of coffin manufacturing with fifty
years of design tradition.
Made of Nordic birch, the Diamant
series is an environmentallyfriendly and sustainable alternative
to hardwood. All coffins are
upholstered in white, organic
cotton with a unique butterfly and
grass print, with matching quilt and
pillow, inspired by Scandinavia’s
beautiful nature. The highest point
of the coffin is aligned with the
heart and provides the perfect
surface to place a single flower. All
Diamant coffins are suitable for
burial and cremation.
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The Diamant 32

The Diamant 14

The Diamant 32

The Diamant Urns
Designed to match the coffins, with the same clean lines and
timeless design. Complete with contrasting, cotton ribbon for
interment. Silk matt or High Gloss finish. Available in white,
black or red (High Gloss only).
H30 x W19 x D19cm

The Diamant 14
Wooden coffin with 14 facets. Available in black or
white. Silk matt finish. Six painted solid birch handles.

The Diamant 26
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The Diamant 32

The Diamant 26

The Diamant 32

Wooden coffin with 26 facets. Available in black or
white. Silk matt finish. Six painted solid birch handles.

Wooden coffin with 32 facets. Available in black, white
or red. High gloss finish. Six painted solid birch handles.
Upholstery – see right.

Cotton upholstery, exclusive to the Diamant series.
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In addition to our traditional
range of coffins and caskets, we
are pleased to showcase our
Reflections® range of Picture
Coffins.
Everyone in life is unique and
we believe that a picture coffin
should reflect the individual
qualities of the departed.
Every image tells a story, so it
is not surprising that more and
more people are opting for
a picture coffin when making
funeral arrangements.
Whether you choose a sporting
theme, a landscape or something
more abstract, our Reflections
design service will guarantee a
picture coffin that is truly personal.
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Picture coffins

Reflections® personalised design service
With a fully personalised service as standard, the Ref lections® design team makes it easy for you to offer
high quality, tailor-made picture coffins without fuss or additional cost.
The coffins come with a natural biodegradable cotton lining and are supplied with either a traditional
nameplate, or the details of the deceased incorporated into the final design. The coffins are available in
seven standard sizes as follows;

LENGTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

5 ft x 2 inches

16 inches

12 inches

5 ft x 5 inches

18 inches

12 inches

5 ft x 8 inches

18 inches

12 inches

5 ft x 8 inches

22 inches

13 inches

5 ft x 11 inches

20 inches

13 inches

6 ft x 2 inches

22 inches

13 inches

6 ft x 4 inches

24 inches

14 inches

For oversized, specials and all bespoke coffins please contact our
Reflections® team on 0191 415 1516.
Our manufacturing techniques ensure that our coffins are suitable for Cremation and Burial (including
woodland burial). The imagery is printed using water based inks on FSC certified paper, laminated on to
the coffin using a water-based glue.
Over the next few pages, you will find a small sample of each of the Ref lections® themes and suggestions
on how you can offer a more personalised coffin. To see further examples of previous designs, please
visit our website at;

Quick guide to a Reflections® bespoke coffin;
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www.picturecoffins.co.uk
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New Floral Tributes
Floral tributes have a long association with funeral arrangements and as such it is not surprising that
picture coffins which utilise flowers in their design have become a popular choice. These floral designs
offer a softer, more colourful alternative to a traditional wood coffin and can hold special significance.
Poppies are well known for their link to remembrance, while daffodils can signify re-birth and renewal. The
example above incorporates a tartan draped over the coffin which alludes to a specific clan. This can be
substituted for any other family tartan or fabric provided.
Thistle

That Somewhere Special
Landscape views and vistas often conjure up very emotive feelings, which resonate with certain periods
in peoples personal history. For this reason a landscape inspired picture coffin can conjure up memories
of a loved one’s past, perhaps displaying a place that held special meaning for them, or a location where
they enjoyed spending time. Our team can recreate panoramas that wrap around the sides of the coffin
from photographs supplied; or if it is a well known location, we can source the images on your behalf.

Highlands

John Alan Smith
Aged 66 Years

Personal details can
be added any of our
coffin designs.*

Daffodils

*Personal details must be requested
and are not part of the standard design.

London By Night

Personal details can
be added any of our
coffin designs.*

Bluebells

Break Of Day

*Personal details must be requested
and are not part of the standard design.

Our ashes caskets can match
any coffin design.
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Sporting Life

We Are Passionate People

For many of us, sport can become a passionate corner-stone of our lives, manifesting itself in a life long
dedication to a particular team. Many of the requests that utilise our personalised service reflect this
passion, and sporting and team coffins remain some of our most popular designs. Through flags and
motifs we can reference national teams, and in the event of wanting to include a specific club, our designers,
wherever possible, can liaise to secure the permission to do so.
Sport Nation

As with sports, pastimes and leisure activities can become a defining aspect of peoples lives. Be it
painting, fishing or gardening, we can create a picture coffin that utilises photographs supplied. If the
deceased rode a particular motorbike, or sailed a particular vessel, we are happy to create a design that
incorporates the right imagery for a truly personalised picture coffin.

Locomotion

Personal details can
be added any of our
coffin designs.*

Steeplechase

1948

Sailing

*Personal details must be requested
and are not part of the standard design.

2014

Personal details can
be added any of our
coffin designs.*

The 18th Hole

*Personal details must be requested
and are not part of the standard design.

In the Garden
Our ashes caskets can match
any coffin design.
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Words to Remember

Reflections ® Ashes Caskets & Scatter Tubes

Many of our customers like to include poetry, readings, song lyrics or their own writing on the coffin
design, for a more sentimental and personal touch. They may represent a favourite piece of prose, express
an emotion or sentiment that celebrates the life of your loved one. The text can be laid over or combined
into any design and can give an additional level of meaning to your personalised picture coffin. We have
illustrated a few popular choices on the following pages, but you can add anything you like to almost any
image.

As part of our service, we are happy to translate any Ref lections® design to fit a standard size ashes casket
or scatter tube. This can be to accompany to your Ref lections® coffin or crib, or a stand alone order.

The Caterpillar
“What the caterpillar calls
the end of the world, the
master calls a butterfly.”
- Richard Bach

Candle On Water
“For death is no more
than a turning of us over
from time to eternity.”

Poppies Picture Coffin

Poppies Ashes Casket

Poppies Scatter Tube

Steam Train

Reflections Scatter Tubes

- William Penn

Flowers On Marble
“We cannot banish
dangers, but we can
banish fears. We must not
demean life by standing in
awe of death.”
- David Sarnoff

The Caterpillar
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Daisy coffins are the natural,
environmentally friendly alternative
to the traditional style coffin.
Designed with beauty and strength
in mind, Daisy coffins combine
sophistication with quality. These
hand-crafted green coffins offer a
dignified and unique solution made
from 100% natural products.
We supply biodegradable coffins
and caskets, all hand-crafted from
banana leaf, water hyacinth, bamboo,
wood and wicker. We also stock an
extensive range of wooden, ceramic,
brass and leaf urns.

TM

Premium Woven Coffins

Daisy Logo registered Trademark 00002513994
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Banana Leaf Coffins

Premium Wicker

A natural hand-crafted biodegradable coffin made from environmentally friendly Banana Leaf.

The Wicker coffins are 100% biodegradable and are constructed with a soft wood albasia frame and
either a golden or grey wicker weave outer. Both come with a natural unbleached calico lining.

Square Coffin Banana Leaf
A square coffin shape and created with a strong inner
wooden frame with a hand woven Banana Leaf outer
shell. Comes with a natural unbleached calico lining.

Sizes available;
5 ft 6 x 16 inches
5 ft 9 x 18 inches

6 ft 1 x 20 inches
6 ft 3 x 22 inches

Traditional Golden Wicker

Sizes available;
5 ft 6 x 16 inches
5 ft 9 x 18 inches

6 ft 1 x 20 inches
6 ft 3 x 22 inches

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Matching Ashes Casket also available.
H14 x W30 x D17cm

Traditional Grey Wicker

Traditional Coffin Banana Leaf
Traditional coffin shape and created with a strong
inner wooden frame with a hand woven Banana
Leaf outer shell. Comes with a natural unbleached
calico lining.

Sizes available;
5 ft 6 x 16 inches
5 ft 9 x 18 inches

Sizes available;
5 ft 6 x 16 inches
5 ft 9 x 18 inches

6 ft 1 x 20 inches
6 ft 3 x 22 inches

6 ft 1 x 20 inches
6 ft 3 x 22 inches

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate
Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Matching Ashes Casket also available.
H14 x W30 x D17cm

Patent Approved No 0615783.8
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Patent Approved No 0615783.8
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Water Hyacinth Coffins

Bamboo Coffin

A natural hand-crafted biodegradable coffin made from environmentally friendly Water Hyacinth.

Traditional in its shape this coffin is created with a strong internal wooden frame and hand woven
bamboo outer panels. Comes with a natural unbleached calico lining (pictured below).

Half Round Water Hyacinth Coffin
Half round in shape and created with a strong
inner wooden frame with a hand woven water
hyacinth outer shell. Comes with a natural
unbleached calico lining.

Sizes available;
5 ft 6 x 16 inches
5 ft 9 x 18 inches

6 ft 1 x 20 inches
6 ft 3 x 22 inches

Bamboo Coffin

Sizes available;
5 ft 9 x 18 inches

6 ft 1 x 21 inches
6 ft 4 x 25 inches

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Matching Ashes Casket also available.
H15 x W33 x D21cm

Traditional Water Hyacinth Coffin
Traditional coffin shape and created with a
strong inner wooden frame with a hand woven
water hyacinth outer shell. Comes with a natural
unbleached calico lining.

Sizes available;
5 ft 6 x 16 inches
5 ft 9 x 18 inches

6 ft 1 x 20 inches
6 ft 3 x 22 inches

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Matching Ashes Casket also available.
H16 x W28 x D17cm

Matching Ashes Casket also available.
H15 x W33 x D21cm

Patent Approved No 0615783.8
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Patent Approved No 0615783.8
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Name Plates

Wooden Urns

The example shown is the basic nameplate used for all coffins
unless specified. Alternatively, follow the instructions below for
different nameplates or backplate combinations.

Standard example
Oval backplate with oval name plate
& Monotype Corsiva font

For Coffins
1) Choose back plate style and colour

Rectangle Shaped Back Plate
Natural Stain

Natural Wood Oval
Back Plate

Heart Shaped Back Plate
Natural

The Avon

The Spey

The Avon Teak Urn is highly polished with
gentle curves and an antiqued brass lock.

The Spey Urn is highly polished with
gentle curves and an antiqued brass lock.

H15 x W29 x D17cm

H16 x W28 x D17cm

2) Choose colour

Dark

Light

3) Choose name plate style

Cream Card Rectangle
Engraved Plate

Cream Card Oval
Engraved Plate

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Dark Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

4) Choose your font and combination

The Thames

The Dart

The Ribble

The Thames is highly polished
with gentle curves and an
antiqued brass lock.

The Dart Teak wooden
cremation urn is not suitable for
an engraved plaque as there are
no flat surfaces.

The Ribble urn has a sculpted
appearance with a wavy top and
antiqued brass lock.

H15 x W29 x D17cm

H15 x W32 x D16cm

H15.5 x W29 x D16.5cm

Arial Font

Monotype Corsiva Font

For Ashes

Wooden Tag

Cream Card Oval
Engraved Plate

Antique Brass
Oval Reeds*

Antique Brass Oval
Leaf Engraved Plate*

Antique Brass Plain
Engraved Plate*

* Brass name plates only available with Arial Font
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The Trent

The Calder

The Trent Teak wooden cremation urn has a
chunky teak chest style with carved hinges.

The Calder urn is crafted from the natural raw
edge of the tree, ensuring each one is unique

H15 x W26.5 x D17cm

H47.5 x W16 x D16cm
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Wooden Urns

Leaf Urns
A range of handmade biodegradable urns decorated with dried leaves, all available unless otherwise
stated in red, blue, natural and green. These urns are available in the following styles.

The Antique Pine

The Painted Cream

An antique pine urn that can be
used as a keepsake, suitable for
use with an engraved plaque.

A contemporary styled chest
cream painted wooden urn.

The Dark Stained Beech

The Painted Blue

Dark stained beech urn
with rounded ball feet.

A chest style beach urn featuring a
beech coloured top and blue sides.

The Teign Pine

The Rustic Teak small

A dark stained pine urn with a
delicate engraving to the lid.

Mini rustic teak urn that shows
the grain of the wood.

H14.5 x W23.5 x D17cm

H15 x W23.5 x D17cm

H15.5 x W24 x D15.5cm

H14 x W23.5 x D17cm
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Rectangle Urns

Tube Urns

Available in Blue, Green,
Red and Natural.

Available in Blue, Green,
Red and Natural.

Square Urns

Oval Urns

Available in Blue, Green,
Red and Natural.

Available in Blue, Green,
Red and Natural.

H18.5 x W20 x D14cm

H11.5 x W20 x D20cm

H26 x D15.5cm

H19 x W22 x D15cm

H15.5 x W24 x D15.5cm

H9.5 x W12.7 x D10.5

Heart Urns

Double Rectangle Urns

Available in Blue, Green,
Red and Natural.

Available in Blue, Green,
Red and Natural.

Small - H14.5 x W21 x D21cm
Mini - H12.5 x W16.5 x D16.5cm

H28.5 x W30 x D14.5cm
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Paper & Leaf Urns

Real & Faux Leather Urns

Tubular shaped paper urns handmade and decorated with dried leaves, available in the following colours:
Red, Tan, Turquoise, Grey and Blue.

Tan

Red

Grey

Turquoise

Blue

A range of high quality urns made from real and faux leather, featuring hinged lids and high quality fittings.

Genuine Italian Leather

Black Leather

Maroon Leather

Made from real Italian leather
featuring a metal clasp to the
front which works to lock
down the hinged lid.

Made from black coloured
faux leather with quality
furniture and finish.

Made from Maroon coloured
faux leather with quality
furniture and finish.

H16.5 x W27 x D19cm

H16.5 x W27 x D19cm

H14 x W34 x D24.5cm

H26 x D15.5cm

H26 x D15.5cm

H26 x D15.5cm

H26 x D15.5cm

H26 x D15.5cm

Foldable Urn & Paper Carriers

Silk Urns
Handmade from natural silk, with a matching detachable sash. Silk is wrapped around biodegradable
cardboard. Available in Black, Navy or Chocolate Brown.
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Silk Urn Black

Silk Urn French Navy

Silk Urn Chocolate

H26 x D15.5cm

H26 x D15.5cm

H26 x D15.5cm

The Daisy foldable urn is made from cardboard and available in blue or green featuring a delicate design
to the side and finished with a coloured ribbon. A quality bag designed to match the foldable urn in
Green or Blue also available.

Daisy Foldable Urn

Daisy Bag

Available in blue and green.
H19.5 x W16 x D16cm

Available in blue and green.
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Scatter Tubes

Journey

Bouquet

Scatter Tube Bag

A cream coloured scatter
tube featuring black and white
illustrations. Comes with engraved
swing tags and paper carrier bag.

A blue / white cremation urn
featuring a design of a blue flower
bouquet. Comes with engraved
swing tags and paper carrier bag.

Paper carrier bag for
Daisy Scatter Tubes.

H34.5 x D15.5cm

H31.5 x D12.5cm

Brass Urns
Hammered Brass
Large Urn

The Collar

Hand forged and shaped
with a antique brass finish.
Lid has area for a tea light
candle to be placed.

Cardboard
Coffins

Hand beaten in gunmetal
grey featuring a delicate neck
topped with a brass sphere.
H30 x D20cm

H27 x D19cm

Thuya Keepsakes

Thuya Conical Box

Thuya Oblong Box

A small Conical keepsake
box made from Thuya
wood box.

A small oblong keepsake box
made from Thuya wood.
H4 x W8 x D6cm

H8 x W8 x D8cm
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Cardboard Coffins
These high quality cardboard coffins are manufactured from corrugated cardboard, which is strong and
sturdy while remaining lightweight and easy to manage. They have been developed for consumers wishing
to have an alternative to the traditional wooden coffin styles. In association with Greenfields Creations™.

Drummond

LENGTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

5 ft 8 inches

20 inches

12 inches

6 ft 1 inches

22 inches

12 inches

6 ft 7 inches

22 inches

12 inches

All Cardboard Coffins fitted with a wood base. Suitable for cremation or burial.

Cardboard
Available in
6 ft 3 inches x 22” x 13” only

Light Oak
Cardboard

Brown Economy
Cardboard

White

Elm with a twist

Cardboard
Cardboard

Woodland Green
Cardboard
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Reflections® on Prestige Cardboard
With a fully personalised service as standard, the Reflections® design team can match any of their
catalogue designs or come with a completely unique design in a cardboard coffin. See pages 70 & 71 for
more detail on choosing a bespoke design.

Pollination Cardboard
Cardboard

Battle of Britain Cardboard
Cardboard

theCountryRange
Providing a Social Legacy

F1 Cardboard
Cardboard
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Oasis Coffins Range

Natural Bamboo

The Oasis Coffins enterprise has been established in Nilphamari district, Bangladesh. This area is 500km
north of the capital city Dhaka, and suffers from extreme poverty. Oasis is committed to the Ten
Principles of Fair Trade agreed by the World Fair Trade Organisation.

A traditionally shaped bamboo coffin which
is tasteful and naturally beautiful. Can be
interwoven with flowers and foliage too.

In Partnership with

Bamboo Ashes Casket
Representatives from Traidcraft, the UK’s largest Fair Trade organisation, have
conducted a rigorous assessment of the business on location in Bangladesh,
and are pleased to endorse all of the coffins and urns produced by Oasis
as Fair Trade. Ongoing assessments will be made to ensure that these high
standards are maintained. Locally, Oasis is an active member of the Fair Trade
Forum in Bangladesh.

Bamboo Sizes
Page 97

Willow and Seagrass
Page 97 & 98
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LENGTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

5 ft 9 inches

20 inches

12 inches

6 ft 0 inches

22 inches

12 inches

6 ft 3 inches

21 inches

12 inches

6 ft 7 inches

24 inches

14 inches

LENGTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

5 ft 5 inches

18 inches

13 inches

5 ft 9 inches

20 inches

13 inches

5 ft 9 inches

22 inches

13 inches

5 ft 11 inches

20 inches

13 inches

6 ft 2 inches

22 inches

13 inches

6 ft 4 inches

24 inches

14 inches

6 ft 8 inches

26 inches

16 inches

A Natural styled Bamboo ashes
casket designed to complement the
Natural Bamboo coffin.
H21 x W24 x D24cm

Chestnut Willow Oval
Hand-Woven, natural willow (wicker)
coffin in a rounded end casket shape with
engraved wooden nameplate.

Also available in

Light Willow

Willow Ashes Casket
A Natural styled willow ashes
casket designed to complement
the Chestnut Willow coffin. Our
Willow products are also available
in a “natural white” colour and in
round and square shape.
Round - H30 x D21cm
Square - H20.5 x W22 x D23cm
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Woodland Coffin Range

Traditional Chestnut Willow
Willow canes are from fast growing
trees, coppice grown on a two or three
year cycle. The canes are sustainable
and benefit the local ecology and the
environment in general.

Also available in

Light Willow

A selection of traditionally styled woodland coffins, manufactured from FSC certified wood with a
biodegradable cotton lining and natural handles.
The Brighton
A solid Pine coffin with a plain lid and sides,
and crafted biodegradable pine handles to
match. Polished or unpolished. European Pine
- F.S.C. certified. Fitted with biodegradable
cotton lining.

Chestnut Willow Ashes Casket
The Chestnut Willow is harvested
and boiled to remove the bark. The
tannin in the bark dyes the willow
wood “chestnut” brown.

Seagrass Oval

Round - H30 x D21cm
Square - H20.5 x W22 x D23cm

The Whitby Woodland
An oak style veneer coffin using Nil
Formaldehyde Board. Polished with natural
water based polish. Available with Bar
handles, Ring handles, or Rope handles.
Fitted inside using biodegradable cremfilm,
cotton lining and cotton frill.

A freshwater plant, grown in abundance
in the Noakhali district of Bangladesh. Sun
dried and spun, it is woven onto a bamboo
frame to form the Seagrass Coffin.

Bar

Rings

Seagrass Ashes Casket
A natural styled Seagrass Ashes
Casket designed to complement
the Seagrass Oval Coffin.

Rope

Round - H30 x D21cm
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Natural Legacy

Natural Legacy Woollen Coffins

Natural Legacy is a range of environmentally friendly woollen coffins and caskets which offer a comforting
and soft alternative to the traditional wood coffin.
Gentle on the eye and soft to the touch Natural Legacy coffins and ashes caskets are loved by families for
the less severe and more personalised goodbye that they allow.
Natural Legacy offers a contemporary style with comfortable handling. Each coffin or ashes casket is
completed with a personalised hand embroidered woollen name plate.

LENGTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

5 ft 8 inches

20 inches

12 inches

5 ft 8 inches

22 inches

13 inches

6 ft 2 inches

22 inches

13 inches

6 ft 4 inches

24 inches

14 inches

Natural Legacy offers a contemporary style with comfortable handling. Each coffin or ashes casket is
completed with a personalised hand embroidered woollen name plate.

Natural Woollen Coffins
The Natural coffin is made in Yorkshire using pure new wool,
supported on a strong recycled cardboard frame. Wool is a fibre with
a true “green” lineage that is both sustainable and biodegradable. The
interior is generously lined with organic cotton and attractively edged
with jute, with embroidered woollen nameplate.

Available in Natural (White) or Limestone (Grey).

All Coffins fitted with a wood base. Suitable for cremation or burial.

* Flowers not included

If not specified when ordering, our ‘Natural stitch’ option is standard, alternatively you can choose from
the following stitch options;

Natural Woollen
Ashes Caskets

Natural stitch (standard)

Sage stitch (optional)

Heather stitch (optional)

Ashes Casket to match
personalised with an
embroidered name plate.
H18 x W30 x D24cm

PLEASE NOTE ; Limestone is only available with a natural stitch.
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You don’t need to live in
the countryside to have a

greener funeral

®

tree
tribute
J C Atkinson recognises its commercial practice has a direct effect on the environment and peoples social
and ethical welfare.
In response to this policy we have endorsed the coffins with following attributes.
For every coffin we sell with this emblem we will plant and maintain a quality deciduous sapling tree.
Carbon Rebalance: for every ‘Country Range’ Coffin we sell, a £5.00 donation is made to the national
environmental charity Groundwork, an organisation who will install energy reducing equipment in the
homes of the elderly and those in receipt of benefit. It has been calculated that the carbon used in the
coffins manufacture will be re balanced by means of energy reduction over a 1 to 2 year period.
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Once you have selected your Country Range
coffin you can opt for a greener funeral without
complicated arrangements and no expensive
options.
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Greener Goodbyes
Step 1: Choose a Natural Memorial

Step 2: Rebalancing the carbon emissions associated with your funeral

Having greener funeral starts with your choice of coffin, a coffin
from the Country Range differs from other coffins as they are...
• made using sustainable materials
• are readily biodegradable, and suitable for all types of natural
or traditional burial
• have been tested for their suitability and are accepted for
cremation
• have a low Global warming potential (GWP) carbon
footprint

We have used a specialist firm of consultants to understand in detail the carbon emissions associated
with all aspects of a funeral, be it a simple local service or a more complicated funeral arrangement. From
this we have derived an average carbon emissions value for a typical funeral. It is this value we set out to
rebalance over a 2 to 3 year period.

With the selection of a Country Range coffin which has a
lower environmental impact you have already made a positive
difference to the environment.
In summary, the carbon footprint of a funeral is made up of the following...
®

Option 1: A lasting tribute
We can provide a Woodland Memorial Pack, which consists of a sapling
tree, a wooden memorial marker and an engraved plate. This option
allows you to plant a tree close by, perhaps in the family garden or
similar location, in memory of the person who has been lost.

Option 2: Donate your tree for planting
If you do not wish to plant the tree yourself, we can plant a tree in an
area of natural habitat in England, Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland.
This renovation of woodland provides a long lasting growing memorial
to the person who has been lost.

•
•
•
•
•

all travel associated with the collection of the deceased and arrangement of the funeral
the preparation and care of the deceased at the funeral home
the running and maintenance of a funeral home
the travel to the service by the funeral vehicles and other mourners
the provision of the grave for Burial or use of energy for the Cremation

Step 3: Leave a Community Legacy
As part of the Greener Goodbyes initiative a donation of
£25 is made to Groundwork UK, which pays for energy
conservation measures to be installed in the homes of the
elderly or other recipients of benefit Groundwork UK typically
works by installing loft Insulation, low energy lighting, draft
proofing and energy monitoring metres, all of which are
designed to reduce energy usage by as much as 30%. By means
of a simple calculation you can be assured that the carbon
emissions of your funeral will be rebalanced in a 2 to 3 year
period and that your legacy will continue to work, helping
those in need with lower energy bills and lowering their carbon
footprint into the future.

Option 3: Rainforest conservation - converting your natural
memorial into a cash donation
Alternatively, you can convert the tree donation into
a cash contribution which will go towards supporting the conservation
of the rainforest. This contribution will help protect threatened habitats
around the world for future generations.
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Reflections® Junior & Infant
Our Reflections® personalised service extends to our picture cribs. Available in 8 standard sizes our
cribs can be tailor-made in the same fashion as our adult coffins. To see further examples of previous
designs, please contact us for the Junior Reflections® catalogue, or visit our website at:
www.picturecoffins.co.uk

For oversized, specials and all bespoke cribs please contact our Reflections®
team on 0191 415 1516.
Nursery Rhymes & Bedtime Stories

Children’s rhymes and stories can be a great starting point to gather inspiration. Perhaps it was something
you both enjoyed reading together or it contains a message that you would like to convey to others. Be
it a religious parable, a fairy tale or nursery rhyme, the imagery within can produce a beautiful crib that
holds a special meaning for you or your loved one.

Junior &
Infant range

Hey Diddle
Diddle

Noah’s Ark
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Heartwood™ Baby & Infant

Cartoon Creatures & Characters

Many youngsters have a special fondness for a specific animal, creature or character. These can be easily
adapted to form the basis for a personalised crib. Be it a fairy princess, a ballerina, a spaceman, a lion
or tiger, our designers can re create these characters in any style: perhaps a cartoon, an illustration or
maybe a photo realistic image.

Our child cribs, coffins and caskets are manufactured in veneered chipboard with moulds to base and lid.
All are painted in one of four colours (white, yellow, pink and blue) and can be fitted or unfitted.)

Wand Fairies

Cherished Toys

A favourite toy or treasured possession can be another place to take inspiration. An image of a particular
doll or teddy bear which was cherished by your loved one can become a special point of focus within any
design. As well as specific toy, there maybe a particular game that you shared together that you would like
to see incorporated into the crib.

Teddy Bears

Additional Ways to Personalise

Many people like to include poetry, song lyrics or their own writing as part of the crib design, giving a
more personal touch. This can be extended to include treasured photographs that celebrate the life
of your loved one. The text and images can be overlaid or combined into any design and can give an
additional level of meaning to your personalised picture crib.

Little Angels
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Child’s Casket

Child’s Coffin

Illustrated in White

Illustrated in Pink

Please add letter to the end of
product code to denote colour.

W

Y

P

B

White

Yellow

Pink

Blue

STYLE

COFFIN SHAPE

CRIB OR CASKET

LENGTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

Pre Term

No

Yes

12 Inches

6 Inches

6 Inches

Baby

No

Yes

18 Inches

9 Inches

8 Inches

Infant

Yes

Yes

24 Inches

10 Inches

9 Inches

Infant

Yes

Yes

30 Inches

10 Inches

9 Inches

Infant

Yes

Yes

36 Inches

14 Inches

10 Inches
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Natural Legacy Childs Woollen Coffins
Natural Legacy offers a contemporary style with comfortable handling. Each coffin or ashes casket is
completed with a personalised hand embroidered woollen name plate.

Childs Coffins
We also offer a range of products in our childs range.
Child’s Reflections® - My Robot
Any customised design can be created
in our childs range. See page 70-71 for
more details.

Child’s Oxford
Illustrated in Red. Any choice of colour
is available. See page 22-23 for more
details.

Childs Wool stitch options;

Natural stitch (standard)

BABIES

INFANTS

CHILDS
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Pink stitch (optional)

Blue stitch (optional)

LENGTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

STYLE

COFFIN SHAPE

CRIB OR CASKET

LENGTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

18 Inches

7 Inches

5.5 Inches

Child

Yes

Yes

42 Inches

15 Inches

10 Inches

24 Inches

7.75 Inches

7.75 Inches

Yes

Yes

48 Inches

15 Inches

11 Inches

30 Inches

10 Inches

7 Inches

Yes

Yes

54 Inches

16 Inches

11 Inches

36 Inches

12 Inches

8 Inches

Yes

Yes

60 Inches

16 Inches

11 Inches

42 Inches

14 Inches

8 Inches

48 Inches

15 Inches

11 Inches

54 Inches

16 Inches

11 Inches
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Forever Urns brings you a wide
range of ashes caskets from over
ten countries across the world. We
have sought out skilled artisans who
craft beautiful products from locally
sourced natural materials and have
visited most of the workshops to
ensure they are ethically sound.
The Forever Urns collection caters
for a range of post-cremation
options, including caskets and urns
for burial and interment, to keep in
the home, to scatter, and to share
with others.

TM

Urns, caskets & Keepsakes

All dimensions are approximate.
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Engraving Service
J C Atkinson is pleased to offer a full engraving
service which allows you to personalise the
product of your choice in any way you wish. We
engrave directly onto the urn - whatever the
material - allowing your message to become part
of the design.

We can engrave directly onto any ashes casket,
urn or keepsake of your choosing, including
those made of wood, metal, paper, and more...

The process is very simple...
Step 1) Tell us which product you want
engraved and the content of the engraving
You may choose to engrave the name and details
of the deceased, a personal message or poem, or
even an image or photograph.
Step 2) We supply a quotation and a mock up
for you to proof
A design proof is supplied to help you visualise
how the engraved product will look, and ensure
the finished urn is exactly what you desire.
Step 3) We engrave your product
Our laser engraver ensures that your design is
applied to the urn with a crisp, clean finish which
adds to the high quality of the product.

To request an engraving please contact our
sales team by phone on 0191 415 1516 or by
email at sales@jcatkinson.co.uk
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Heartwood™ Ashes Caskets
The Heartwood ashes caskets are superbly constructed and finished to an exceptional standard.
They are made from solid Oak or solid Paulownia, which is a light weight, sustainable and fast growing
alternative to Oak. Double ashes caskets are also available where indicated.

Amble

Bede

Compton

H17 x W29 x D21cm
Double - H22 x W34 x D27cm

H17 x W30 x D23cm

H16.5 x W32 x D20.5cm
Double - H22 x W34 x D27cm

Newton

Oswald

H16 x W32 x D20cm
Double - H22 x W34 x D27cm

H15.5 x W30x D22cm
Double - H22 x W34 x D27cm

Heartwood™ Premier Ashes Caskets
The Heartwood Premier ashes caskets are finished to the highest standard.

Cuthbert

Embleton

Azure

Continental

H17 x W30 x D23cm
Double - H22 x W34 x D27cm

H17 x W30 x D23cm
Double - H22 x W34 x D27cm

A stylish hardwood ashes casket with
inlay veneer, complete with a lockable
lined draw or compartment, designed
to house keepsakes and special items of
meaning to you and your loved ones.

A rich mahogany coloured ashes casket
with a contrasting walnut inlay top and
delicately shaped sides.

Corniche

Brooklands

A simple and elegant cherry coloured
hardwood ashes casket, with softly
curved edges.

A wonderful, dark coloured
hardwood ashes casket with a velvet
lined keepsake drawer.

H14 x W28.5 x D22.5cm

H20 x W28 x D20cm

Hilda

Lesbury

Newham

H14.5 x W31.5 x D24cm
Double - H22 x W34 x D27cm

H17 x W31 x D23cm
Double - H22 x W34 x D27cm

H17 x W31 x D23cm
Double - H22 x W34 x D27cm

Engraving Service
Personalise a casket with
a name or message.
See page 114 for details.
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H16.5 x W23.5 x D17.5cm

H17 x W33.5 x D23.5cm
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Classic Caskets

Florence

Vatican

This stunning, highly finished Maple
urn is made from the finest wood
and exquisitely decorated with
flowers in delicate wood inlay.

Highly polished in a rich maple gloss
finish, this superb solid wood ashes
casket features a detailed design of
the head of Christ on the casket lid

H20 x W24 x D24cm

Messina

Enna

The surface of this fantastic urn is fine olive
burlwood and features a wind rose design to
the top.

This amazing and colourful urn is made from
four different dyed precious wood veneers:
Eucalyptus, Pama, Lolo and Yata. A truly stand
out product.

Large - H30 x W21 x D21cm

Small - H21 x W16.5 x D16.5cm

Large - H30 x W21 x D21cm
Small - H21 x W16.5 x D16.5cm

H14.5 x W32 x D21.5cm

The Tesoro Range
A wonderfully conceived luxurious range of urns made from various wood sources and finished to an
amazing standard. Each urn design brings a unique and personal touch, providing a wonderful resting
place for a loved one’s ashes.

Imperia

Verona

Made using dyed veneered woods, this urn
features walnut and burl segments with
a fine band of ebony veneer and finished
with a high gloss.

Made using dyed veneered woods, this urn
features light green erica and white maple
segments with a fine band of red aformosia
veneer and finished with a high gloss.

H21 x W16.5 x D16.5cm

Lazio

Salerno

Taranto

Engraving Service

Made using inlays of Walnut
and Oak, this striking urn has a
wonderful high quality finish and
features a stunning design on the
top of the urn.

Made using Mytle and woods,
this wonderfully conceived urn
features a wonderful flower motif
to the top.

Made using a brown macassar
ebony, this characterful urn has a
fleur-de-lys design and a lockable
chest ideal for holding keepsakes
and mementos of a loved one.

Personalise an urn with
a name or message.

H28 x D20cm
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H21 x W16.5 x D16.5cm

H28 x D20cm

See page 114 for details.

H19.5 x W33 x D22cm
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Phil Irons Wood Turner
These wooden ash urns are truly special and are individual crafted from salvaged
timber by master wood turner Phil Irons.
With no two pieces of wood ever being identical, the uniqueness of each urn
develops through a process of being dried and hand turned over a number of
days. Each urn has a different design that will never be repeated on another urn.
A truly personal and individual product that is as special and as unique as you.

Spalted Beech

English Ash

Blue Skies

A single urn in Spalted Beech with
a Boxwood threaded lid.
High gloss finish.

A large single urn in English Ash with
a Boxwood and Ebony threaded lid.
Mirror polished gloss finish.

A large contemporary single urn in
Figured Sycamore with a Boxwood
threaded lid. High gloss finish.

Wych Elm Keepsake

Spalted Elm Keepsake

Burr Ash Keepsake

Square natural edge keepsake in
Wych Elm with powdered bronze
infill and an Ebony finial threaded lid.

Spalted Elm Keepsake urn with an
Ebony threaded lid.

Burr Ash Keepsake urn
with an Ebony threaded lid.

H24 x D16.5cm 290cl

H23 x D23cm 420cl

H13 x D13cm

H28 x D16cm 320cl

H22 x D16.5cm

H16 x L25 x W20cm

The products shown are for illustration purposes only and may not represent
current stock. To see available stock, please visit: www.coffins.co.uk/philirons
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Reflections® Picture Caskets

Scatter Tubes

Everyone is unique, and we believe that a picture ashes casket should reflect the individual qualities of the
departed. We offer a fully personalised service that lets you create a one-off piece of art that celebrates
the life of a loved one. All ashes caskets are sized at H16 x W29 x D21cm.

These tubes for scattering come in various sizes and are designed and engineered to simplify the
scattering process. The tubes are durable, dignified and simple to use. They do not contain metal or
plastic components and can be recycled or composted after use. Each features a convenient removable lid
and an industry-first, perforated “push in” tab that opens easily prior to scattering.

Lake District

Pollination

Spring Blossom

Navy

Burgundy

Journey

Large - H37 x D13cm
Small - H15 x D13cm

Large - H37 x D13cm
Small - H15 x D13cm

H34.5 x D15.5cm

Meadow

Dove

Bouquet

Large - H37 x D13cm
Small - H15 x D13cm

Large - H37 x D13cm
Small - H15 x D13cm

H31.5 x D12.5cm

Last Supper

Engraving Service
Cosmos

Poppies

Personalise a scatter tube
with a name or message.
See page 114 for details.
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Earthurn Unity,
Purity & Simplicity

Simplicity Floral
H9.5 x W25 x D21cm

The Earthurn collection features a unique
assortment of sustainably crafted, handmade paper
urns. The durable and attractive Earthurns are
produced from the bark of the mulberry tree, using
an ancient technique that allows the bark to be
harvested without destroying the tree. The resulting
paper is dried in the sun before being used to create
the urns.
The oval Purity urn has violet and yellow flower
petals inlaid in the paper and is suitable for
scattering or biodegradable burial.
Purity

Unity Floral
Large H14.5 x W21 x D23cm
Small H9 x W13 x D13cm

H17 x W24 x D15cm

Recycled Newspaper Urn

Earthurn Reflect

Moulded into a beautifully textured design, our
newspaper urn is ideal for those looking for an
original alternative. These urns are extremely
versatile – they can be kept in the home, used to
scatter ashes, or buried.

The Reflect Earthurn features a natural
silk bag with ribbon and matching picture
frame surrounding a simple yet elegant
biodegradable urn. The silk bag and frame
can be retained to store personal mementos
once the urn is used. The picture frame
accommodates a 2.75”x 2” photograph.

H29 x W26 x D17cm

H25 x W32 x D10cm

The beautiful heart shape of the Unity Earthurn
provides a soft and warm feel to the urn.
Inlaid with fresh flower petals, the Floral Unity
Earthurn is designed for ground burial. Once
the Unity Earthurn is buried, it will biodegrade
naturally over time. Available in three designs
with matching mini or keepsake sizes.

Unity Woodgrain
Unity Pastel
Large - H14.5 x W20.5 x D22cm
Small - H7 x W10.5 x D11cm

Autumn Leaves
Embrace
The Autumn Leaves urn is
made from elegant black
handmade paper inlaid
with real leaves.
Large - H13.5 x W22 x D22cm
Small - H7 x W11 x D11cm
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Large - H15 x W21 D22cm
Small - H9 x W12 x D13cm

A Companion size is available in the Floral
Unity. A photo frame suitable for a photograph
or details of the deceased is supplied with the
larger urns.

Burgundy Embrace

Floral Bouquet Embrace

The top of the Burgundy Embrace
urn may be personalised with a
photograph of the deceased.
Also available in green.

The Floral Bouquet urn features
handmade paper flowers inset into
the decorative blue top.
Large - H13.5 x W22 x D22cm
Small - H7 x W11 x D11cm

H13 x W21 x D21cm

Engraving Service
Personalise an urn with
a name or message.
See page 114 for details.
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Eco Urn Cornstarch

Sand and Gelatine

Eco Urns are made from durable and environmentally-friendly cornstarch. They feature a secure “snap
lock” closing mechanism that permanently closes the urn. The Eco Urns may be kept at home since
they will not biodegrade or deteriorate unless buried. When buried in earth, the urn will biodegrade
completely over time.
Each Eco Urn is hand painted and includes a biodegradable bag for the cremated remains to be placed
in prior to closing the urn. Each urn comes in a convenient carry box that can be used for discreet and
convenient transportation.

Terracotta

Floral

Blue

Red Rose

H26 x D17cm

H26 x D17cm

H26 x D17cm

H26 x D17cm

The Passages Sand and Gelatine Urns are produced using sustainable materials to create an attractive and
environmentally-friendly alternative for families. Each urn is hand-painted by skilled artisans.
Each urn is shipped in a box with custom protective packaging that provides families with a convenient
and discreet option for transportation. The box (and urn) will pass through airport security screenings
and can fit in the overhead compartment of most commercial airliners.
When buried in the ground, the urn will biodegrade within three months. Once placed in water, the urn
will break down within three days.

Ocean Sand
with Footprints
H23 x W18 x D18cm

Nature Urn

Available in Sand and White.
H21 x W22 x D22cm

Available in Pearl and Aqua.
H23 x W18 x D18cm

Salt Urns are individually hand crafted
by skilled artisans from solid blocks of
Himalayan rock salt. The salt deposits
in this region are over 250 million
years old and are believed to be the
purest on earth.

All colours are available to purchase with a
range of optional decorative transfers.
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Ocean

Natural Salt

Our Danish urn range is traditional in form,
but pioneering in structure. The urns are made
from corn starch, a material which hardens like
a plastic but will completely decompose when
buried. The easy screw-on lid allows this urn to
be used for scattering and burying.

All urns measure H28 x D17cm in size.

Quartz Round

Natural Salt Urn

White

Navy

Cream

Large - H24 x D20.5cm
Small - H14 x D10.5cm
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Earthurn Journey

Natural Legacy

Biodegradable water urns are designed specifically for water burial and will float briefly to allow a final
farewell before gracefully sinking.
They are sustainably produced in a variety of natural materials, including recycled paper, rock salt, gelatin
and sand. Although they were designed for water burial, all of these urns can also be used for earth burial.

Natural Legacy urns are made in Yorkshire using wool from British farmers through the Quality
Assurance scheme. The woollen felt creates a warm, comforting alternative to the more traditional
wooden caskets, and is finished with an embroidered name plate.

Natural (White)
H18 x W30 x D24cm

Natural

Aqua

H33 x W35 x D8cm

H33 x W35 x D8cm

Limestone (Grey)
H18 x W30 x D24cm

Oasis Ashes Caskets
Pearl

Fern

H33 x W35 x D8cm

H33 x W35 x D8cm

Memento Paper Urn
The Memento Paper Urn for biodegradable
water burial allows families to create a
unique, meaningful and participatory
ceremony by placing personal notes into
the urn prior to placing it at sea. Twenty
homemade paper notecards are included
with each urn.
The urn is designed to float briefly before
sinking, and biodegrades naturally over
time. The Memento Urn is packaged in a
recyclable box for convenient transportation.

Natural Light Willow

Sea Grass

Chestnut Willow

Soft, off-white willow, hand woven
in a rounded urn shape.

Sea grass is a soft water plant,
grown in abundance in Northern
Bangladesh. Sun dried and spun, it
is woven onto a wooden frame to
form the natural styled urn.

Willow is fast growing and benefits
the local environment. The willow
is harvested and boiled to remove
the bark. The tannin in the wood
naturally dyes the willow a
chestnut colour.

H30 x W21 x D21cm

H30 x W21 x D21cm

H30 x W21 x D21cm

White

Blue

Red Rose

H14 x W15 x D39cm

H14 x W15 x D39cm

H14 x W15 x D39cm

Bamboo Casket
Bamboo is a renewable resource and is an effective
absorber of carbon dioxide. The bamboo is sourced locally
and sustainably managed.
H21 x W24 x D24cm
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Diamant Urns

Zen Buddha

The DIAMANT series is a collection of contemporary caskets from the Scandinavian design studio
Jacob Jensen Design in partnership with Tommerup Kister.

If you are looking for a symbol of Zen serenity and peace, then the Buddha made in South East Asia is the
perfect choice. The design is available in hand carved brass or moulded lightweight resin.

These stylish urns have been designed to match the Diamant casket range and are available in black, white
or red in a matt silk finish. Each urn comes complete with its individual lowering system of cotton threads
that has been designed to allow the slow and controlled lowering of the ashes casket into the ground.

Black

Red

White

H30 x W19 x D19cm

H30 x W19 x D19cm

H30 x W19 x D19cm

Zen Buddha in Resin

Zen Buddha in Brass

Large - H27 x W22 x D21cm
Small - Size available on request

H33.5 x D25.5cm

Buddha, deep in meditation, is hand carved in stone. Perfect for a quiet spot in the garden.
The ashes are stored discreetly in the base.

The Elemental Range
These modern egg shaped, eco urns reflect the life cycle. They are made directly from plants so that they
can fully decompose in the earth. A natural cotton bag is included to hold the ashes inside.
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Vida

Suave

Tipo

H25 x W19 x D19cm

H25 x W19 x D19cm

H25 x W19 x D19cm

Serene Meditation

Buddha

H50 x W30 x D25cm

H42 x W29 x D23cm
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Organic Forms
J C Atkinson has commissioned Molly Russell to develop the Organic Forms range, a collection of urns
crafted from marble. The urns are beautifully simplistic, simultaneously both modern and traditional.
They celebrate organic forms and the serenity of the stone in its purest state.
Molly has worked with a sculpture expert in Rajasthan to develop the range. Using locally quarried
marble, each stone urn is carved by hand by highly skilled specialists.
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Marble Pebble

Round Marble Pebble

Marble Heart

Large - L15 x W10cm
Small - L6 x W4cm

H13 x W13cm

Large - H18 x W15cm
Small - H6 x W5cm

Marble Lotus

Marble Rose

Marble Flat Pebble

Marble Acorn

Marble Rose Tea Light

H17 x W17cm

H16 x W16cm

H17 x W17cm

Large - H28 x W23cm
Small - H14 x W10cm

H16 x W9cm
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Lava Urns

Clay Urns

Our organically shaped urns from the Philippines are hand-carved from Lava stone, making them suitable
as outdoor garden pieces. They become a living part of their environment as they grow a coat of
lichen or moss.

Available with alternate lid

Azure Peony 2

Egg Lava Urn

Lava Urn

Pebble Lava Urn

H42 x W30 x D23cm

H42 x W30 x D30cm

H40 x W31 x D31cm

Azure Peony

Clay Roman Urn

The Vietnamese tradition of painting
ceramics in a blue and white peony
design dates back to the 14th century.

Made from unfired clay, the Roman Urn
is strong but also breaks down efficiently
into the natural eco system. This
attractive urn is finished with a beautiful
textured design and an embossed lid.

H24 x W18 x D18cm

H22 x D19.5cm

Metal Urns & Keepsakes

Stone and Marble

Serenity

Simply Marble

A stonemason hand carves these beautiful
soft stone urn keepsakes in his little workshop
amongst the paddy fields in Vietnam. The
rounded shape and smooth stone make them
especially tactile.

H25 x W18 x D18cm

Sovereign

Entwined Grace

Love Roses

H26.5 x D15.5cm

H26.5 x D16cm

H14 x D11cm

Large - H13 x D10cm
Small - H12 x D9cm
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Blue Harvest

Marble White

Pink Rose

Mosaic

Strength

Peaceful Grace

Urn - H26 x D16cm
Mini Urn - H6 x D5cm
Heart - H7 x W8 x D5cm

Urn - H26 x D17cm
Mini Urn - H6 x D5cm
Heart - H7 x W8 x D5cm

Urn - H28 x D17cm
Mini Urn - H8 x D4cm
Heart - H7 x W8 x D5cm

Urn - H26 x D16cm
Mini Urn - H6 x D5cm

Urn - H28 x D17cm
Mini Urn - H6 x D5cm

Urn - H27 x D16cm
Mini Urn - H6.5 x D4.5cm

Red Velvet

White Rose

Dawn Burst

Anoka

Ambassador

Peace, Love & Remembrance

Urn - H29 x D18cm
Mini Urn - H9 x D5cm
Heart - H7 x W8 x D5cm

Urn - H28 x D19cm
Mini Urn - H6 x D5cm
Heart - H7 x W8 x D5cm

Urn - H26 x D16cm
Mini Urn - H6 x D5cm
Heart - H7 x W8 x D5cm

Urn - H27 x D19cm
Mini Urn - H8 x D5cm

Urn - H27 x D17.5cm
Mini Urn - H7 x D4.5cm

H24 x D17cm

Orchid

Butterflies

Blooming Grace

William Morris

Dynasty Keepsakes

Urn - H26 x D16cm
Mini Urn - H6 x D5cm
Heart - H7 x W8 x D5cm

Urn - H26 x D16cm
Mini Urn - H6 x D5cm
Heart - H7 x W8 x D5cm

Urn - H27 x D16cm
Heart - H7 x W8 x D5cm

H23 x D20.5cm

Case of 6 miniature urns.
H6.5 x D4.5cm
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Rose Wood

Teardrops

A highly polished brass effect metal urn with
a delicate band of engraving. This urn boasts a
luxuriously finished gloss maple style effect.

The beautiful brass Teardrop with silver gold engravings symbolises our sadness for the loss of a loved one.

H29 x D18cm

Brass
A supremely polished brass effect urn with an
embossed rose pattern band. The urn has a
domed lid and flat base with a high quality finish.
H25 x D18.5cm

Cobalt Blue
A deep cool cobalt blue urn, with a delicate
embossed rose band toward the top. An
amazing urn with a stunning finish.
H25.5 x D18.5cm

Lilac
A highly polished fibreglass lilac coloured urn
with a broad silver band around the centre,
adding a reflection and depth.

Floral Teardrop

Golden Teardrop

Star White

A silver teardrop engraved with a floral
design and painted gold.

A gold teardrop with a textured centre.

H24 x D17.5cm

With a delicate pattern of stars sprinkled round
this superbly finished white urn, the Star White
is truly something special.

Urn - H26 x W18 x D11cm
Keepsake - H7 x W3 x D5cm

Loves Lockets

H26.5 x D19cm

Eggshell Flash
A high gloss black urn finished with a tasteful
flash of white in an eggshell finish.
H25 x D18cm

Urn - H26 x W18 x D11cm
Keepsake - H7 x W3 x D5cm

Loves Lockets are made in brass, then decorated with copper wire, lacquer and hand painted
with an attractive flower or dove motif. The pretty keepsakes can be displayed on a stand or
kept in a discreet, meaningful place.

A Rose By Any Other Name
Beautifully decorated with a white rose this
elegant claret coloured metal urn looks stunning
and is finished to a high quality.
H27 x D17cm

Autumn Leaf
An amazingly designed mother of pearl leaf
embossed onto a powder blue coated urn.
Quality at its best.
H26 x D17cm

Loves Locket Lily

Loves Locket Iris

Loves Locket Rose

Loves Locket Peace

H7 x W8 x D5cm

H7 x W8 x D5cm

H7 x W8 x D5cm

H7 x W8 x D5cm

Stairway To Heaven
A glorious hand painted urn featuring an iconic
motif of a stairway ascending to heaven across a
beautiful skyline.
H28 x D18.5cm
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Heart Keepsakes

Crystal Keepsakes
Introducing 3 new beautiful keepsakes: Crystal Heart, Crystal Butterfly and Crystal Memorial Tealight.
Each holds a segment of ashes or a lock of hair within the gold or silver cylinders. The Silver Clear Tealight
shows an engraving option which is available on all the crystal tealights at an additional price.

Gold Heart

Earthen Heart

Teddy Bear Heart

H7 x W8 x D5cm

H7 x W8 x D5cm

H7 x W8 x D5cm

Crystal Heart
Available in gold or silver with a matching cylinder
and supplied with a black lacquer box.
H6 x W6 x D4cm

Silver Rose Heart

Golden Feather Heart

Pink Butterfly Heart

H7 x W8 x D5cm

H7 x W8 x D5cm

H7 x W8 x D5cm

Wooden Heart

Bronze Stand

Crystal Butterfly Silver

Crystal Butterfly Gold

H6 x W6 x D6cm

H6 x W6 x D6cm

Silver
Crystal Tealight

Gold
Crystal Tealight

H6.5 x D6cm

H6.5 x D6cm

Pewter Stand

H7 x W8 x D5cm

Engraving Service
Personalise a keepsake
with a name or message.
See page 114 for details.
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Aurora Keepsake Jewellery

Keepsake Pendants

Keepsake jewellery is offered to you in various designs to memorialise your loved one. Some of these
exclusively designed pieces can hold remains, a lock of hair, or soil from the gravesite while others are
simple memorials that are engraved with messages to remember your loved one. Keep the memory with
you forever with this exquisite solid sterling silver jewellery.

Emerald Cut Pendant

Oval Pendant

Ladies
Birthstone Ring

Teardrop Necklace

Heart Necklace

Mini Urn Necklace

Unisex
Birthstone Ring

These stunning, keepsake pendants are made from sterling silver to the highest standard in the USA.
They are beautiful pieces discretely housing a small amount of ash, keeping a loved one close.

Silver Droplet

Chamber

Love Heart

Conch Shell

Dragonfly

Cross

Chain

Heart in a Dome

Metal Scatter Tube

Cross

Cross with Stone

Infinity Love

Heart Bracelet
Bronze Scatter Tube

Includes 18” chain.

H16 x D2.5cm

Engraving Service
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Side Cross

Compass

Angel Wing

Heart

“Remembered”

“Love Knows No Direction”

“Touched By An Angel”
Includes 18” chain.

“Live Laugh Love”

Personalise a scatter tube
with a name or message.
See page 114 for details.
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The Ceramica Range

Lacquerware

A stunning range of hand-made majolica tin-glazed pottery urns decorated in bright colours and patterns.
Majolica has been made since the time of the renaissance and the in glazing created a brilliant white,
opaque surface ideal for adding decorations and patterns.

Vesta
Hand made using majolica, this amazing
urn features a striking design in a variety of
purple shades. The design covers the whole
urn and continues onto the lid.
H34 x D23cm

Agenoria
Hand made using majolica, this beautiful
urn features a ‘paved’ effect design with
gold rings around the top and bottom of
the urn, with a matching design to the lid.

Eclat

Florange

Size available on request.

Size available on request.

H34 x D21cm

Diana
Made using majolica, this eye catching urn
features a wonderfully modern and playful
design that encompasses the entire shape.

Living Memorials

H33.5 x D21cm

Juno
This wonderfully crafted urn features a
traditional Roman vase shape. The main
body of the urn sits on an integral stand,
all of which is made using majolica.
H40 x D22.5cm

Minerva
Hand made using majolica, this superb
urn features a flat lid that shows off the
intricate sweeping design that covers the
entire form.
H27 x D21.5cm

Ceres
Hand made using majolica, this striking
urn features a squared design and flat lid
that showcases its wonderful artwork.
H26 x D19cm
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Wildflower Urn

Woodland Memorial Tree Pack
A woodland memorial consists of a sapling tree,
a wooden memorial marker and an engraved
plate. This option always allows you to plant a
tree close by, perhaps in the family garden, in
memory of the life lost.
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In our coffin furniture section
we offer a range of high quality
coffin furniture including handles,
ornaments, crucifix and other
religious symbols all in either metal
or plastic.
You will also find a range of name
plates, grave markers, cords and
tassels as well as bell tops washers
and plume screws.
There is a selection of wooden
furniture including handles, name
plates and coffin trestles.
The range of furniture featured in
these pages has been designed to
meet all your everyday needs.
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Coffin
Furniture

Plastic Handles Suitable for Cremation

Rose

Rose T-End

Lily

Lily T-End

Canterbury Ring
Handles

Cross Split Pin

Deco Split Pin

Laurel Wreath Split Pin

Piccolo Rose
Handle

Cross Split Pin
with RC Figure

Rose Self Coloured

Lily Self Coloured

Many products found in the Coffin Furniture section are available in a choice of finishes – either Electro
Brass (EB) or Nickel (NP). Please pay special attention to the product codes when ordering.

Thames Lightwood

Thames Lightwood T-End

Thames

Thames T-End

Thames Darkwood

Thames Darkwood T-End

Thames Burgundy

Hampton

Thames Burgundy T-End

Hampton T-End
Split Pin Semi Casket

Hampton Purple

Hampton Purple T-End

Metal Handles Suitable for Burial
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Hampton Burgundy

Hampton Burgundy T-End

Durham

Cumberland

Minster Metal

Minster Metal T-End

Lincoln

Lincoln T-End
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Lincoln Brass Antique

Minster Metal
Purple Set

Minster Metal
Burgundy Set

Tudor Metal
Ring Handle

Lincoln T-End
Antique Brass

Classic / Requiem Handles
Oval Light Oak Bar

Oval Dark Oak Bar

Carlow (side elevation pictured)

Geneva

Milan

Headford

Minster Metal
Purple T-End

Minster Metal
Burgundy T-End

Metal Laurel
Wreath Handle

Long Bars for Coffins and Caskets
Rose Metal Handle

Metal Cross Split Pin
Pin Handle
60” Coffin Square Bar/Minster Metal Handle

Metal Cross Split Pin
with RC Figure

Traditional Handles

Plastic / Metal Combination Handles
Laurel Plastic Split Pin
Metal Handle

43” Coffin Square Bar/Minster Metal Handle

Cross Plastic Split Pin
Metal Handle
43” Coffin Square Bar/Thames Plastic Handle

Cross Plastic Split Pin
Metal Handle
with RC Figure
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Winchester Split Ring
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Plastic Ornaments and Plastic Crucifix
Plain Sacred Heart

Painted Sacred Heart

At Rest Ornament

Rest In Peace Ornament

Rose Ornament

Long Stem Rose
Ornament

Masonic Ornament

Khanda Ornament

Ohm Ornament
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12” Filigree Crucifix

Plastic Lid Screws / Names Plate
and Wood Effect Plastic Furniture
Lily Screws and
Washers

Lily Wreath Holder

No.2 Wreathholder

Cross Head Screws
and Washers

Bell Top Screws

Plastic Plume Screws
and Washers

Cross Ornament

Flat Gothic Cross

Raised Gothic Cross

Plume Head
Wreath Holders

12” Plastic Grave Marker
with Name Plate

11” Plastic Crucifix

18” Plastic Crucifix

4” x 2” Small
Name Plate

4” x 2” Small Name
Plate, Black Edge

8” Filigree Crucifix

10” Filigree Crucifix

8” x 6” Large
Name Plate

8” x 6” Large Name
Plate, Black Edge
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Metal Ornaments and Metal Fittings
20” Crucifix

16” Crucifix

16” Crucifix
Antique Brass

10” Crucifix

Cords and Tassels

V. Oak

Gold

Ashes Casket Furniture
Ashes Casket Ring

Catholic Cross
Head Screw

Plume Head Screw

Cast Washer
Compatible with Plain
Cross Head Screw

Cast No.1 Wreathholder

4” x 2” Small
Name Plate

8” x 6” Large
Name Plate

Wood Products

Self Coloured Lid Screws
Self Coloured
Plume & Washers

Ashes Casket Bar

Pine Handle

Oak Handle

Long Oak Bar Handle

Wood Kielder Handle
(side elevation pictured)

Wood Caledonian
Handle

Wood Sherwood Handle

Wood Ring Handle

Wood Mount Mahogany

Wood Mount Oak

Self Coloured Bell Top

Child Casket Fittings
Small Mini Rose
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Medium Lily
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Coffin Trestles

Wooden Bell Tops

Satin Elasticated Frill
Available in Blue, Pink,
White, Oyster (Pillow not
included).

Coffin Interiors and Gowns
Brass Pins - 19 or 25mm

Wadding 5 pieces

Stitchbond

Closing Gown

Quilted Pillow Slip

In white only.
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Biodegradable
‘Cremfilm’

Cotton 9” Frill

Cotton Gown Set

Cotton 12” Frill

Temporary Grave Markers & Crosses

Satin Gowns
C/W Sleeves, Face Cloth.
Available in Blue, Pink, White
& Oyster.

Satin Double
Ruffle Frill

Available in Blue, Pink,
White, Oyster.

Small Steps to a Greener Funeral

Cremfilm

White-Gold
Lining and Pillow

Cumberland Coffin
Suite

Grave Cross
3 ft 6 Inches tall &
4 ft 6 Inches tall.

Grave Marker (Medium)
suitable for a
8x6 nameplate

9” or 12“ Satin Frill
(5/30 metres) Available in
Blue, Pink, White, Oyster.

Grave Marker (Small)
suitable for a
4x2 nameplate
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Jona
The Jona bed sheet is a 3-ply leakproof, biodegradable
absorbent bed sheet designed for near-to-death patient care.
It has been designed to be used in place of a bottom bed sheet.
Upon death, the person is simply wrapped in the sheet, securely fastened by
the self-adhesive tabs, and then the excess material can be safely used to lift
the person onto the removal stretcher.
The sheet will absorb any moisture, condensation and leakage, trapping
odour and preventing mess. A bridge between pre-death care and postdeath care.

Gemini
The Gemini comfort liner uses the same technology as the
Jona, but is coloured white on the back and front. It is not
designed for lifting nor does it have the self-adhesive tapes
o facilitate closure. However, the concept remains. It is soft and warming
to touch and helps to maintain the hygiene of the deceased by absorbing
condensation, leakage and odour. Presenting the deceased in a cleaner, softer
and comfortable environment.
The product is biodegradable, suitable for burial or cremation.
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Product

Jona

Gemini

Application

Removal / Bed Sheet

Coffin Liner

Width

140 x 245cm

140 x 245cm

Coffin size

Not applicable

< 6ft 4in by 24in

External colour

Light blue

White

Absorbancy

10L/m2

5L/m2

Packaged

Singles

Boxed (50)

Medical Care

Yes

No

Self-adhesive tabs

Yes

No
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Clinical waste collection from J C Atkinson

Every funeral home creates clinical waste; it is an unfortunate by-product of the funeral process.
Legislation demands that this waste is collected and disposed of in an approved manner

		
is a new clinical waste collection and
disposal service which is very simple to use...
J C Atkinson will supply our customers with clinical waste sacks, bins and/or skips. The customer will
collate their clinical waste in their usual manner and J C Atkinson will collect the waste as we deliver coffin
orders to the customer.
For further information or to arrange for a representative from J C Atkinson to visit you to
discuss this service, please contact us and we will be delighted to arrange this.

Wood pellets for biomass boilers from J C Atkinson

Biomass Wood Pellets
Wood pellets made from our waste sawdust and offcuts are offered as 10kg bags and 1 tonne dummy
bags. They are suitable for burning in automatic biomass boilers. RHI compliant.
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Customer
Service

Standard Wholesale Orders

Service and Delivery Standards

Generally delivered the following week at a time and day determined by us. During busy periods or times
of holiday such as Christmas or Easter please allow extra time as these times can be extended dependent
on demand. Minimum order applies. For free delivery goods must total more than the minimum order
level or a surcharge will be added.

Our Standard Service Area
Fast Track - 24 hours

Goods ordered before 12.00 noon will be delivered to you the next working day.
For goods collected, please allow at least 24 hours before collection.
Goods required will be charged at list price. Discounts and promotions cannot be applied. The Fast Track
surcharge will be added to your invoice next to the item.
In case of multiple coffins, the surcharge will be applied to the first coffin at full price, thereafter half
the cost of the surcharge will be applied to each coffin, providing it is part of the same order, i.e. coffins
cannot be added when they are on a separate order.

See Map. For orders outside of our normal service area please ask for a specific rate.

Urgent dedicated deliveries

Can be required - overnight or at weekends, calculated per mile and will include return mileage. A
minimum charge applies.

Fast Track - 48 hours

Goods ordered before 12.00 noon will be delivered within 2 working days.
Same conditions apply as stated above.

Fast Track - 72 hours

Goods ordered before 12.00 noon will be delivered within 3 working days.
Same conditions apply as stated above.

Standard Orders

JCA standard service area
Service Area Plus
Delivery Price on request

Generally delivered the following week at a time and day determined by us. During busy periods or times
of holiday such as Christmas or Easter please allow extra time as these times can be extended dependent
on demand. Minimum order applies for free delivery. Goods must total more than the minimum order
level or a surcharge will be added.

Coffins requiring a wooden crate or a carrier packaging case

If we cannot deliver these on our own transport, all wood coffins including Reflections need to be
packed in a sturdy wooden crate. A deposit will be charged. The deposit is refundable on the crate being
returned to J C Atkinson.

Delivery of non-manufactured or “wholesale” goods, coffins and caskets

Usually available as stock, these items are dispatched the same way on demand to suit your requirements.
Next Day before noon
Next Day
3 Day
Smaller Items - 2 day delivery by carrier.
Small - Item in a A4 standard “Jiffy” bag
Medium - Items fitting in a box 30cm x 12cm x 14cm or very similar
Large - Items fitting in a box 30cm x 30cm x 30 cm or similar
Guaranteed delivery next day
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Service and Delivery Standards
Collections
Office Hours
Web Sites
Telephone
Out of Hours
Email

Free of Charge for active account customers.
Monday - Thursday 08.30 to 17.00hrs
Friday 08.30 to 16.30hrs
www.coffins.co.uk
www.picturecoffins.co.uk
www.greenergoodbyes.co.uk
(0191) 415 1516
Fax (0191) 415 0065
Select 1 for answer phone, 2 for transfer to duty supervisor, 3 for out of hours supervisor.
This does take time so please be patient. For any further assistance please ring 07540 564 688.
sales@jcatkinson.co.uk

Staff Numbers
Name

Position

Telephone No.

Email

Sales

Switchboard

0191 415 1516

sales@jcatkinson.co.uk

Jamie Luckley

Reflections Manager

0191 415 8921

jamie.luckley@picturecoffins.co.uk

Karen Sutherland

Customer Services Manager

0191 415 8923

karen@jcatkinson.co.uk

Andy Edwards

Transport Manager

0191 415 8929

andy@jcatkinson.co.uk

Nigel Green-Smith

Southern Sales Manager

07850 708 234

nigel@jcatkinson.co.uk

Simon Heath

Midlands Sales Manager

07966 524 287

simon@jcatkinson.co.uk

Lee Robinson

Northern Sales Manager

07710 124 668

lee@jcatkinson.co.uk

Helen Burgess

Accounts Manager

0191 415 8920

helen@jcatkinson.co.uk

Our Service
Each member of our dedicated sales team has extensive product knowledge and will be happy to answer
any question you may have. Our sales managers and designers also offer a free consultation and design
service for those of you who require personalised coffin and casket selection brochures.
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Terms & Conditions
1.

Settlement Terms
Nett 30 days from date of invoice.
2. Value Added Tax will be charged on all items in the price list at the current rate.
3. Orders
No order of products, including modified products, will be processed without confirmation.
Confirmation is deemed as a signed facsimile copy of the order, the use of a official purchase order or a confirmation email or a (recorded)
telephone confirmation, confirmations can be given on mobiles, to reps etc.
4. Claims
For damage, shortage or non delivery must be made at the point of delivery by indicating the discrepancies on the delivery note or in writing
to us within 7 days of the delivery of goods, otherwise claims cannot be considered.
5. Guarantee
All goods supplied and invoiced by us are subject to a comprehensive guarantee against defective materials or workmanship. The warranty
period for each category of goods supplied by us is as follows:
Solid Wood Coffins - 1 month from date of delivery.
Coffins using wood veneer or paper wood effect - 3 months
Soft Goods, Coffin Furniture etc - 3 months
The guarantee, however, will only cover a defect or fault that arises in this period of time under normal usage and if the goods have been
stored in a clean dry storage area.
The Company does not accept liability for any damage, injury or loss arising from its failure other than the replacement cost of the original
product supplied by the Company.
6. Reservations
a) We reserve the right to amend our prices without prior notification and all orders will be accepted at the price ruling at the time
of dispatch.
b) We reserve the right to alter specifications of our products without prior notification.
c) The Company reserves the right to charge overdue accounts with a monthly interest penalty equivalent to 2% (per month or part
thereof ) on the overdue balance. This rate will be subject to variation.
d) The Company reserves the right to recover from you all costs incurred in the recovery of any overdue account balance. These costs and
fees, court and execution fees, and any recovery agent commission, fees and expenses.
7. Retention of Title
With effect from, and including 1st September 2000 all goods (“Goods”) supplied by us to you will be subject to the following terms and
conditions which shall be in addition to such other terms and conditions expressed or implied, as may apply. In the event of there being any
discrepancy between the terms and conditions set out below and any others which would otherwise apply, the former shall prevail.
a) All risks in respect of the Goods shall pass to you not later than the delivery thereof by or on behalf of us to your vehicles, your premises
or otherwise to your order whether or not the price includes delivery and it shall be your duty to insure the Goods accordingly.
b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) above, the Goods shall remain the sole and absolute property of us as legal and beneficial
owners and we reserve the right to dispose of the Goods until payment in full for all the Goods has been received by us, in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the contract pursuant to which the Goods were supplied, or until such time as you sell the Goods to your
customers by way of bonafide sale at full market value whichever shall first occur.
If such payment is overdue in whole or in part we may (without prejudice to any of our other rights) recover or resell the Goods or any of
them, and our servants or agents may enter upon your premises, or such other premises where the goods are or reasonably ought to be
stored for that purpose. Such payment shall become due immediately upon the recommendations of any act or proceedings in which your
insolvency is involved.
c) Until such time as you become the owner of the Goods, you will store them and will procure that they are stored separately from your
own goods or those of any other person and in a manner which makes them readily identifiable as our goods.
d) Subject to the terms hereof, you are licensed by us to agree to sell on the Goods or any of them subject to the express condition that
the entire proceeds thereof are held in trust for us and not mingled with other monies, or paid into any overdrawn bank account, and shall
be at all times identifiable as our monies.
e) If the Goods, the property of which is with us, are admixed with goods, the property of which are with you, or are processed or
incorporated therein before all payments for the Goods have been made, the product thereof shall become and/or shall be deemed to be
our sole an exclusive property and at no time shall the property of such product be, or deemed to be, with you. Such product shall be at
your risk and it shall be your duty to insure the product.
f ) If the Goods, the property of which is with us, are admixed with goods, the property of which is with any person other than you or us, or
are processed with or incorporated therein, the product thereof shall become and/or shall be deemed to be owned in common with that
other person, and at no time shall the property of such product be with you. Such product shall be at your risk and it shall be your duty to
insure such product.
g) Subject to the terms hereof, you are licensed by us to agree to sell on such products as are referred to in paragraph (e) or paragraph (f )
above subject to the express condition that the entire proceeds thereof are held in trust for us or, as the case may be, for us and such other
person as is referred to in paragraph (f ) above and are not mingled with other monies or paid into any overdrawn bank account and shall
be at all times identifiable as our monies or, as the case may be, as monies belonging in common to us and such other person as is referred
to in paragraph (f ) above.
h) All our Goods are date labeled on dispatch from our premises. It is hereby deemed that the matching of these labels to the date of invoice
shall constitute sufficient evidence to identify the goods in your possession to same sales invoices.
8. Force Majeure
We shall, on giving written notice to you (the customer) be entitled to postpone or cancel delivery or completion or to suspend deliveries in
whole or in part in the event of a stoppage at the Company’s premises or those of any of our suppliers due to act of God, war, riots, strikes.
Lockouts, trade disputes, fires, floods, breakdowns, mechanical failures, interruption of transport, governmental action or any other cause
whatsoever, whether or not of like nature to those specified above, outside the company’s control.
9. Acceptance of Terms and Conditions
Notwithstanding the above, you will be deemed to have accepted the terms and conditions contained herein by you ordering on or after
1st September 2000 from us any goods.
10. Deliveries Every effort will be made to deliver the goods at the agreed times, however this is not guaranteed service.

